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Police
address
illegal
drinking
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Following the surge in
residence hall vandalism this
fall , Alfond Apartments residents have worked collaboratively to develop new policies that they hope will help
limit further vandalism to the
building while still allowing
the Apartments to serve as a
central hub for student life on
the weekends.
In an e-mail sent to the entire student body, residents announced that "the doors to Alfond will now be open lo the
senior class and invited underclassmen." This is an attempt
to prevent extra students from
milling about in the hallways.

Formed in February 2007 ,
the Northern Kennebec Underage Drinking Task Force
(NKUDTF) works to address
issues of illegal alcohol use in
the area.
The task force is the first of
its kind in the state and consists
of representatives from midMaine police departments in
Waterville, Winslow, Oakland,
Fairfield and Clinton, as well
as members from the Kennebec
Sheriffs Department. Since its
establishment, several others
like it have started up in nearby
areas. Health groups and youth
activists who share the task
force's concerns are also involved in the effort.

We hope to
scale back
this measure
in the future,
but [we]
view it as a
current
necessity.

Peter Randall '12

Alfond Community Advisor

The decision to limit access
to the building became necessary after 25 exit signs were
destroyed and significant damage was caused to windows and
hallways in the dorm over the
course of the semester.
Additionally, security will
now patrol the apartments on
the weekends in a further effort to minimize damage by escorting any uninvited students
out of the apartments and ensuring that large crowds aren 't
in the hallways.
"We hope to scale back this
measure in the future, but [we]
view it as a current necessity,"
See SENIOR. Page 3
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Students and facultyparticipate in an "Occupy Colby " protest in response to a recent lecture that elite members of thefi nancialindustry gave on campus.

Del Guercio 11coacheson Hill

Alum pursues her
love f orsoccer as
new asst. coach
By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

"I was abandoned in a field.
Supposedly a farmer found me
in the bushes and brought me to
an orphanage," Women's Soccer Assistant Coach Su-Lin pel
Guercio Ml said. Del Guercio weighed four pounds when
she was brought to the orphanage. After living with a foster mother in South Korea for
six months, Kath y and Joe Del
Guercio adopted her when she
was 14-months-oId.
"I actually remember the airport when I first came over. I
was apparently really stressed,"
Del Guercio said. Growing up
in New Jersey, Del Guercio said
that her parents incorporated aspects of Korean culture into her
childhood but let her decide if she
wanted to pursue that exploration
as she got older.
Six years ago, Del Guercio
had the opportunity to reunite
with her foster mother, who was
traveling in the United States.
"It was really emotional," Del
Guercio said. "Through an interpreter, she was asking me
questions like, "Do you still like
strawberries?* She remembered

me—as soon as she saw me, she
started to cry."
Despite her story, Del Guercio's adoption is "just part of
the past." The way she was
raised has had a more significant impact on her life than her
tumultuous early days. "1 think
that soccer is more a part of my
identity than the adoption ," Del
Guercio said. She
started
playing
the sport in kindergarten.
After cultivating her soccer
skills on the club
and high school
levels, Del Guercio had a successful college career
on the Hill. Del
Guercio was a
Su-Lin
team captain during her senior
year, and by the
time she graduated last May, she
was a three-time New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) team selection
and a three-time All-New England player.
A government and classical civilizations double major,
Del Guercio balanced not only
schoolwork and soccer, but also
coaching Seacoast United Soccer
Club teams in southern Maine.
From November through July, she
traveled to Brunswick or Portland
two or three times per week for

practice and spent weekends in
Massachusetts or New Hampshire
for games.
"During the week, I*d leave
straight after class for training.
I'd head back up to Colby and be
back by 10 and just go straight to
the library. On weekends, games
could be as early as eight in the
morning, so I'd have to leave
school at 4:30 in
the morning and
not get back until nine at night,"
Del Guercio said.
Her strong work
ethic and positive
attitude made the
commitment feasible. "Plus, there
is a Chipotle in
New Hampshire,
Del Guercio so it was all worth
Women's Soccer it," she said.
Through
the
Assistant Coach
Seacoast club, Del
Guercio
earned
her
National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America (NSCAA) Advanced
National Diploma and "B" License, meaning she is qualified to
train high-level players. In August, Del Guercio was hired as the
women's soccer assistant coach at
the College.
"The transition [from student to coach] was a lot easier
than I expected and made me
realize how often I was down
in the Athletic Center because
it just feels like home," Del

I think that
soccer is more
a part of my
identity than
the adoption.

Bridge speaks toWtvLhealth classes
By KYUF. VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

The Bridge is honoring October 's Coming Out Month by
raising awareness concerning lesbian , gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) issues
throughout the greater Waterville Community.
Its main target is Waterville High School students.
Members of The Bridge spent
Thursday, Oct. 20 and Friday, Oct. 21 going into the
health classrooms at the local
high school to speak about
The Bridge , address stereotypes , answer questions and
promote acceptance.
With
approximately 20 members
participating in the effort ,
The Bridge was able to speak
to all of the health classes ,
a total of about 75 students.
Members of the Waterville
Hi gh School Gay Straight
Alliance (GSA) began each

class by introducing The
Bridge to their peers.
The GSA was reinstated last
year at the high school with the
help of Professor of Education Lyn
Mikel Brown and Darla Linville, a
faculty member from the education
department. Since then it has been
very active, holding events such
as a "No Hate Day" and a "Day of
Silence." GSA members are well
known and visible in their school.
The Bridge's presentation is a part
of GSA's Ally Week, during which
they encourage students to become
allies and have students sign a
pledge and wear a rainbow bracelet
to show their commitment.
Each class was broken down
into a series of activities, first
defining LGBT stereotypes and
breaking them down , explaining the difference between sex ,
gender and sexuality and having each student privately identify themselves on the spectrum
of self. The Bridge then held a
question and answer session.
Stereotypes were defined by

having the students draw their
personal interpretation of each
letter of the acronym LGBT and
acknowledging that these stereotypes do not actually qualify
people as LGBT. The group also
had an active discussion of how
sexuality is addressed at their
school, along with an open forum to discuss the students'
questions and concerns.
Carla Aronsohn '13 , who
participated in one of the
classes, was happy to. see the
students take interest. "It was
so uplifting to speak to younger generations ," she said. "1
am realizing how much change
has happened even in the past
few years since I was in high
school. It reaffirms the work
we do as individual activists and shows that real social
change is possible."
The idea for a presentation in the Waterville schools
began as a result of the Waterville Inclusive Community
projects, a group made up of

professors, public school educators , parents and high school
and middle school students.
Their goal is to make Waterville a safer place for the LGBT
community, using a variety of
methods. Hannah DeAngelis
'12 , the outreach coordinator
for The Bridge, was part of the
brainstorm session that came
up with the idea of speaking to
high school health classes as a
way for students at the College
to show Waterville students the
importance of being an ally and
promoting overall acceptance.
This program, which began
last year, during spring semester has the unique ability to
reach an audience that would
normally not participate in such
conversations. "I think that our
presence in the room [does] a
great job at breaking the stereotypes," DeAngelis said of The
Bridge 's impact. The program
See BRIDGE. Page 2

Guercio said.
Her 12-hour
workdays are filled with email correspondence, game
tape analysis and helping with
practices and games.
Though familiarity with the
program largely made the transition easier, it did complicate it in
some respects. "I do know the
players, and its not just about
maintaining a level of professionalism, it's that I can 't hang
out with some of my closest
friends [as much] anymore," Del
Guercio said.
Nevertheless ,
"NESCAC
is an awesome conference ,
and starting off coaching at
an institution like Colby is
Detective Tracy Frost of
a great stepping stone," Del Oakland Police Department
Guercio said. She hopes to and Nancy Findlan co-chair
continue her coaching career, the NKUDTF. Prior to working
perhaps in the future work- with the NKUDTF, Findlan,
ing at a high school similar who has been in social service
to her alma mater, the Peddie for over 35 years, was the exSchool , in New Jersey.
ecutive director of the Brain
"I'm grateful for all the op- Injury Association of Maine.
portunities that I' ve had , con- She has also had extensive exsidering the past," Del Guercio perience working on cases of
said. She gets her motivation mental illness and disability. "I
and work ethic not from her re- can honestly say my life's work
markable story but rather from has been dedicated to the social
her family and the sport she services," she said.
loves. "I' m a really motivated
The NKUDTF affects the
person, and if I want to achieve College in many ways. Besides
something, I'll work hard ," she working with Colby security, the
said. According to Del Guer- NKUDTF is an integral part of
cio, her ability to overcome : Maine policing. They keep the
obstacles is influenced "maybe community, including the cam[by] the adoption, definitely by pus, safe. The officers on duty
my parents—but mostly I think
soccer plays a big part."
See TASK. Page 3

Detective
Tracy Frost of
Oakland RD.
and Nancy
Findlan
co-chair the
NKUDTF.
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College helps fund ski facility Bridge in Wtvl.
Quarry Road
ski trail to be
ready for winter
By CHARLOTTEWIESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

Waterville will be home to a
new world-class ski facility on
Quarry Road as a
result of generous
donations
from
the College and
the Harold Alfond foundation.
Alumni
Michael Roy '74 and
John Koons '72
were instrumental in developing
the Quarry Road
project. Both men
currentl y reside
in
Waterville;
Roy serves as
city manager, and
Koons is a dentist.
According to
President William
"Bro" Adams, Roy approached
the College seven or eight years

ago about acquiring the property
and developing it into a recreation area. The College agreed
to sell the land to the city of
Waterville at a discounted price
of $50,000. Koons firmly believed that with the help of the
College. Quarry Road could become a leading ski facility. His
enthusiasm convinced the College to become a sponsor. In this
role, the College donated more
money to develop the trails and
to buy a Pisten
Bully, a special
grooming vehicle,
to maintain the
snowy trails. With
these advantages,
Quarry Road was
already on its way
to success.
Having
acquired these basics, Koons * vision grew even
larger. He believed that , with
a
competition
loop and snowmaking technology. Quarry Road
could be one of
the best facilities of its kind.
Koons approached the College

The College
agreed to
sell the land
to the city of
Waterville at
a discounted
price of
$50,000.

to ask for further sponsorship competition loop will make
to fund the competition loop, Quarry Road "top rate and such
arguing that it would be a per- a great facility for [the College]
fect facility for the College 's to have."
Adams was initially interNordic ski team. The College
made another donation , mak- ested in donating to the Quarry
's
Road
project because he saw it
ing it total support for Quarry
Road $275 ,000.
as an opportunity to contribThe
competition
loop ute to Waterville's economic
should be comdevelopment.
"Since there are
pleted by the
end of the fall ,
so few homoloafter it has been
gated trails in
homologated.
the nation , havHomologation
ing Quarry Road
is necessary to
will bring people
make the track
into Waterville,"
meet
Nordic
Adams said.
Adams believes
standards
for
length and elthat Quarry Road
will have further
evation. "This is
exciting because
benefits for the
College. "What
there are only a
few homologatis so great about
Quarry Road is
ed trails in the
entire nation ,"
that it will be a.
Adams said.
William Adams facility for the
Additionally,
College President Nordic ski team,
it will be a facilthe Harold Alfond
Foundaity for all Colby
students and we
tion has agreed
to fund snowmaking technol- don 't have to operate it," he said.
"Personally, I like to ski, and I
ogy- Adams believes that the
combination of snowmaking am excited to use the facility and to
technology and a homologated see what it becomes," Adams said.

Personally,
I like to ski,
and I am
excited to
use the
facility and
to see what it
becomes.
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SEX NARRATIVES

NICK IOOICE/TMECOLHV ECHO

Students attended"Sex Narratives. " sponsored by SHOC and MAAV.

SGA on residence
hall vandalism issue
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF
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information of Bridge members
to gain more information.
The Bridge will return to
the health classrooms in the
spring in order to meet with
the other half of students at
Waterville High School who
are not taking health at this
time , and continue their work
to increase awareness.

From BRIDGE , Page 1

succeeds in making a difference
by giving the students the ability
to see active allies and to have
a conversation with those who
are out. Bridge members saw
that they made a difference on
an individual level as well , as
some students sought to contact

The Student Government Association (SGA) discussed residence hall vandalism, whether
clubs should be able to use their
funds to buy alcohol and student handbook distribution at its
meeting on Oct. 23.
SGA has purposefully begun
to refer to "dorm damage" as
"residence hall vandalism" to
highlight the nature of this problem on campus.
During his update on the
Trustee Weekend that had just
passed, SGA Co-President Justin Rouse '12 described the
Student Affairs Committee 's
response to the vandalism and
alcohol use on campus.
"Bill Alfond was very upset
that the apartments that his parents donated had been destroyed
so far this year," Rouse said.
"It was an interesting conversation about student ownership of this campus," Rouse
said. "I think something that
we need to look at more seriously this year is how we are
encouraging students to step
up in these situations , not just
CAs [community advisors]."
The trustees also questioned
why the CAs in each residence
hall do not play a disciplinary
role like the resident advisors of
other colleges.
Additionally, the trustees suggested a campus honor code as a
possibility. Honor codes at other
institutions will be researched to
determine the feasibility of such
a system at the College.
This is something that President William "Bro" Adams
"said he would be very interested in hearing our thoughts on,"
according to Rouse.
AMS Dorm President Peter
Landsman '12 moved that "the
Campus Life Office provide on

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

its website a database of residence hall vandalism."
Landsman said that this
would "promote accountability
and transparency" in that students could both double-check
accounting errors and also view
any vandalism for which they
should be held responsible in
other halls.
SGA tabled this motion,
pending further discussion with
Campus Life.
SGA also discussed the issue
of whether or not clubs would
be able to use their funds to buy
alcohol for registered events
and parties.
"These are the right kinds of
conversations to bring up and to
wrestle with ," Associate Dean
of Students and Director of
Campus Life Jed Wartman said.
"It 's nuanced, it's hard , there 's
history there , but this is the right
kind of thing to wrestle with."
SGA is working on making it
easier for students and groups
to hold registered parties and
believes that allowing clubs to
hold such functions would help
to manage the College's drinking culture.
Wartman stated that it has
become Campus Life's general
policy to deny such requests
after inconsistent enforcement
of the policy in previous yearsWartman said that Campus Life
would be willing to discuss this
issue further with SGA.
Finally, SGA passed a motion
to recommend to the Office of
the Dean of Students that a flash
drive copy of the College 's student handbook be distributed to
every student.
The student handbook is currently accessible online, but SGA
members agree that it is difficult
for students to find. It has also
been alleged that the handbook 's
content is out of date. Still , SGA
hopes to increase the handbook's
accessibility to the student body.

Taskforce assembles in ME
Findlan
speaks on
NKUDTF
From TASK, Page 1

called NKUDTF when they first
suspected illegal drinking on the
night of the party bust at Winter
St. on Sept. 17.
The Echo was able to speak
with Findlan to find out more
about how the NKUDTF operates.
AM: What is the history behind the NKUDTF?
NF: The task force members
have worked together on other
initiatives in the past. They work
well together, so this partnership was an easy step forward.
AM: How is it funded?
NF: There have been a variety of funding sources, primarily through our agencies'
Drug Free Communities grant,
our Healthy Maine Partnership
grant through PATCH [Planned
Approach
to
Community
Health] and since Oct. 2010 ,
the task force members have
received funding throughout

Maine 's EUDL [Enforcement college minors from drinking.
of Underage Drinking Laws] How have you noticed success in
grant from Maine 's Office of both endeavors?
NF: The majority of young
Substance Abuse.
AM: Can you tell us a bit about people summonsed by the task
how the NKUDTF functions?
force are not high schoolers,
NF: The acbut those over
18—both
coltivities of the
lege
students
task force are
and non-student
two-prong. They
youth adults.
enforce underWe have no
age
drinking
taws, responding
way of measuring the success
to tips on parties
etc., but they are
with college students; however
also present for
we have seen reschool functions
duced summons
such as proms
issued
within
and games, and
the hig h school
lastly they go to
age group, in
places they know
addition to suryoung
people
hang out. They
veys conducted
by middle and
also do complihigh school stuance checks at
dents every two
area bars and
years (called the
restaurants
to
MIYHS , Main
determine if the
Integrated Youth
owners are cardHealth Survey).
ing
properly.
Nancy Findlan
The
surveys
This has been
NKUDTF co-chair
indicate
that
particularly sucmore
students
cessful, as now
feel they will be
several
bars
invite officers to assist them caught by both the police and
parents if they drink.
when they can.
AM: The NKUDTF works to
AM: How can youth groups
prevent both high school and participate?

We have a
youth
advisory
group for our
coalition
and we also
work with
several youth
groups in
local middle
and high
schools.

news briefs

NF: We have a youth advisory group for our coalition
and we also work with several
youth groups in local middle
and high schools. Both our
Advisory Group and the local school groups help us with
projects pertaining to reducing youth substance abuse.
They don 't work specifically
with the task force , but their
work comp lements the task
force 's efforts. For example;
several of our groups initiated a campaign in partnership
with local pizza shops. Shops
allowing the youth to put informational flyers on boxes
regarding many topics such
as what parents can do to reduce underage drinking: parent hosting information , tips
regarding prescription drugs
and marijuana as well. This
was very well received , and
we are replicating this soon.
Also , our advisory group developed public service announcements that were aired
on local radio last spring prior
to proms and graduation.
Students who are interested
in finding out more about the
Northern Kennebec Underage Drinking Task Force can
visit their website, http://www.
gwc4cy.org/gwc4cy.org/Task_
Force.html.

Endowment rebounds by 22percent

Apt residents examineincidents I
From SENIOR , Page 1

Alfond Community Advisor
(CA) Peter Randall '12 said.
As of mid-October , the total fee for residence hall vandalism in the Alfond Apartments exceeded $11 ,000 ,
which breaks down to each
resident paying approximately $ 1 1 7 .
"Not only does this level of
damage cause a significant financial burden on the Alfond
residents , but it illustrates that
thus far we have not achieved
our goals as a community,"
Randall said.
At least one person from
each apartment attended a
community meeting held to
discuss how to minimize future dorm damage. The two
major issues identified at the
meeting were that the majority of the dorm damage was
being caused by large num-

bers of peop le in the hallways
on weekend nights , and that
many of the people inflicting
the damage hadn 't been invited to the apartments.
"Not a single person had reported anyone doing the damage, leading us to come to the
simple conclusion that no one
felt accountable for the individuals who were causing the
damage," Alfond CA Sam Helm
* 12 said.
After discussing a number of possible solutions for
curbing dorm damage, the
residents decided that a policy
that could provide immediate
results needed to be implemented , especially since the
weekend of Fall Ball alone ,
Oct. 15-16, led to $5,000 in
dorm damage.
"If the dorm damage total
went up $5,000 in one night ,
we could be at $20,000 in damage in another two weeks,"
Helm said.

While the policy may seem
unfair to members of the community who must now be invited
to the apartments, the residents
are not trying to create rifts
within the student body with the
implementation of the policy.
"This policy was not put into
place to segregate seniors from
underclassmen," Alfond Apartments Dorm President Claire
Grady '12 said. "The last thing
I would want to do is fracture
Colby 's sense of community
because of this policy."
"We hope these changes
will promote and foster a
space that the entire community, both Alfond residents
and guests, can enjoy, " Randall said. "We wish to promote a positive social life
on campus and recognize the
senior apartments as an integral component to this end.
First and foremost , however ,
it must provide a safe and
respected living space for

that the College is still passionate
about its goals of moving toward a
healthier environment.
Prior to this report, the College
surpassed its 2005 commitment to
the Governor's Carbon Challenge
to reduce emissions by nine percent
by 2010 and 20 percentby 2020. In
2007, the College had already re-

duced emissionsby 32 percent from
its emission levels in the 1990s.
Oak Professor of Biological Sci^
ences Russ Cole, a member of the
Environmental Advisory Group
(EAG), said, "An environmental
studies major [Jamie O'Connell
'08] did a thesis on Colby 's carbon
emissions. This was the birth of the

its residents. "
The residents plan to continue to address the issue of
dorm damage as deemed necessary and to evaluate the
new policies throughout the
school year.
"I think the Alfond residents have identified the
importance of personal responsibility and ownership
of our actions at Colby,'.' said
Student Government Association (SGA) Co-President
Laura Maloney '12. "I hope
that we all will uphold these
values so that the new Alfond
policies will only need to be
implemented temporarily."
After one week under the
new policy, vandalism in the
apartments has already decreased. Still , students broke
two exit signs this past weekend , Oct. 21-22. It is uncertain
whether vandalism levels will
continue to decline throughout
the rest of the academic year.

. .

echo

Finally rebounding from the financial downturn of previous
years, the College saw a nearly 22 percent investment return in
its endowment during the 2011 fiscal year ending June 30.
The endowment increases affected other Maine schools as well,
with Bowdoin College seeing an increase by 22 percent to S901
million and Bates College an increase of 20 percent to $231 million. Financial analysts attribute the rise to an improving economic situation and the steadying of the stock market, as noted in Josie
Huang's Oct. 4 article for the Maine Public Broadcasting Network,
"Maine Private Colleges' Endowment Soaring."
The College's endowment rose to $611 million, an increaseof over
$100 million. As quoted in Huang's article, the College's Treasurer
and Vice President for Administration Douglas Terp said, "It comes to
just under $13,000 of support for each studentthat's at the College."
According to Huang's article, Terp stated that many funds were
gained because of a roughly 90 percent equity portfolio and about
$289 million in contributions from alumni and sponsoring foundations. Older institutions like Bates, Bowdoin and Colby have economic advantages because of alumni support and the attraction of
new students. Terp continued, "Obviously, [Colby, Bowdoin and
Bates have] had more time to have relationships and have people
have positive experiences and have commitment and ties to the
institution and [alumni who] want to give back for the opportunity
that they received as a result of people who contributed long ago."
Terp said an e-mail that "since the endowment is invested mostly
in equity-type investments...we expect that it will have a certain
amount of volatility. The formula we use to determine how much
support the endowment provides the operating budget each year
tends to smooth out some of the volatility." He noted that the June
30 value of $611 million is "an audited figure." The College develops an estimated endowment value each quarter, and as of Sept. 30,
the estimated endowment is roughly $564 million. "Colby 's endowment value will change as a result of a number of factors," he said.
"Financial market trends are certainly the key factor, and while the
endowment is not pegged directly to the stock market, it will generally move in similar directionsand orders of magnitude."
—Sarah Barrese, News Staff

Smith to publish mystery novel

I

Colby Historian and former Dean of the College Earl Smtth
has written a new fiction mystery novel entitled The Dam Committee, due to be published on Nov. 1.
This new book is Smith's first work of fiction, though he is known
for writing both history books Mayflower Hill: A History of Colby
College and With the Help of Friends: The Colby College Museum
of Art. The First Fifty Years. 1959-2009. His work has also been
published in magazines such as Downeast and Sports Illustrated.
"I wanted to try my hand at fiction.. ..We'll see if anyone buys it
or not," Smith said. The book is set in a small town called Belfry,
Maine and tells the story of a community trying to deal with repairs to the recently mechanized local dam. The Belfry Dam Committee is charged with convincing the financially wary voters to
continue with the project. In the midst of these difficulties, "there's
a murder, and there's a bit of an adventure with money that gets
found near the murder," Smith said.
Smith will be at a book-signing hosted by The Colby Bookstore on the book's release date from 4:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. "I
have a great affection for the college, having worked there for so
long," he said. Smith retired from the College in 2004 after being
dean of students from 1976 until 1981 and then serving as dean
of the College. He currently lives in the Belgrade Lakes area.
Smith also writes a blog on the College's website, entitled
"Pond Reflections ," in which he "reflects on the College, life
in Central Maine, and anything else on his mind," as noted on
die website.
— Dan Sunderland. News Staff

College remains committed to going green
By RUMBIDZAI GONDO
NEWS STAFF

The 2010-11 Colby College
Sustainability Report , released
earlier this month, is a testament
to the College's continued commitment to going green and proof
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early modeling of Colby's emissions."Now students and faculty at
the College have developed working partnerships with the Belgrade
Lakes Watershed Sustainability Project, Maine Lakes Resource
Center and the Bigelow Laboratory
in working to make the College
more environmentally sustainable.
The results of these partnerships are evident around the campus. The biomass boiler expansion,
the largest and most ambitious of
all the endeavours, is ready to test
operations this October and will
begin generating steam power in
Jan. 2012. It will use 22,000 tons
of wood, using waste wood and debris acquired from within a 50-mite
radius of the Hill so that no prime
trees will be felled. This pushes the
College closer to its goal of achieving carbon neutrality by 2015 by
making the College "carbon lean."
The biomass boiler is expected

to attain the U.S. Green Building
Council LEED Silver certification ,
a significantly high commendation
for attaining sustainability.
The College has seen a recentincrease in initiatives largely inspired
by students and their hunger for
change and sustainability. Student
initiatives such as 'Take Back the
Tap"—aimed at eliminating bottled
water use on campus—have demonstrated students' dedication to environmental ism on campus and off.
O'Connell's thesis on the College 's carbon emissions helped
to form "[a great] partnership
among different groups within
Colby and those affiliated with
Colby—students, administration ,
the City of Waterville and local
lake association—and now a few
years later we have...a Waterville Committee aimed at Sustainability and Colby 's usage of
green electricity," Cole said.

The College is proud of its U.S.
Green Building Council LEED
certifications—Pierce Hall , Goddard-Hodgkins Hall and PerkinsWilson Hall have all received
Gold certifications—and the biomass plant, which will save the
College approximately SI million
annually. There are further plans
already underway for the current
academic year to better achieve
the College's sustainability goals.
The College plans to create an Office of Sustainability on campus,
which will be entirely dedicated
to sustainability efforts and working toward some of the largest
environmental issues on the Hill:
carbon neutrality and environmental awareness.
The full 2010-11 Colby Sustainability Report can be accessed at the
following link found on the Green
Colby homepage: http://www.colby.
edu/administration_cs/green/

MURAL PAINTING IN LO-PO

HOURS
Monday-Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: by appointment
183 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE, ME 0490 1

(207)872-9022

Quinn Ziegler '14 paints a mural in the Lower-Programming Space as part of a Pulver Arts Committee initiative-

Family legacies continue on the Hill

Campus welcomes students ' f amilies to campus, many of whom are graduates of the College themselves.
By TYLER HARLEY
NEWS STAFF

With family homecoming
weekend steadily approaching,
many parents will be traveling up
to the Hill to visit their sons and
daughters. For some of these parents, this weekend will be one of
many visits that bring back fond
memories from when they themselves attended the College.
According to the Schair-Swenson- Watson Alumni Center,
107 students currently enrolled
at the College share their alma
mater with either one or both of
their parents. Though much has
changed at the College over the
span of a generation, there are
still connections that can be made
between current students and
their parents.
"My mom is always really
excited to visit Colby," Colleen
O'Donnell '13 said. Her mother,
Joanne O'Donnell (nee Shannon),
was part of the graduating class
of 1980 and comes up from Boston , Mass. to visit Colleen often.
"Whenever she visits me, she'll
sometimes give me a tour of the
College, showing me all the buildings she remembers from when
she went here. 1 think she sometimes forgets that I've gone here
for over two years and I already
know the campus," Colleen said.
Joanne O'Donnell received her
degree in administrative science
back when it was still offered at

Colby. She was the class treasurer
her senior year, and ever since
her graduation has worked for
various banks around the country, including her current position
at Bank of America. Colleen, an
economics major herself, says
that while this branch of education was her choice, her mother
set a course for her in a way—a
template for what life could be
like beyond college.
For Callie Wade *13, both par-

My parents
were never
really obsessed
about sending
me to Colby.
I was never
pushed
toward it.
Callie Wade
Class of 2013

ents attended the College. Paul
and Kathy Wade (nee McCulloch), who currently reside in Seattle, Wash., were also members
of the Class of 1980, and met each
other during their time on the Hill.
Paul was a marine biology major
who went on to earn his Ph.D.,
and currently works as a marine
biologist for the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). Kathy was an English
and government major who now
works in investment banking
selling bonds. At Colby, she also
worked for the Echo as a typesetter, a necessary position before the
prevalence of personal computers.
"My dad visits occasionally
to see me and to watch Colby
soccer games sometimes," Callie explained. During his senior
year, Paul Wade played on the
varsity soccer team the year they
won the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) championship. "He still
knows the layout of the campus,
but there have still been so many
changes over the years. Both my
parents still recognize a few of the
professors here, too."
One of the most obvious changes that has occurred between the
previous generation and now is
the abolition of Greek Life on
campus. Fraternities and sororities were eliminated in 1984, and
many parents are familiar with
the experience and are surprised
whenever they visit Roberts Row ,
known colloquially as Frat Row,
reminiscing about how different it
was 30 years ago.
Joanne O'Donnell was part of
the Sigma-Kappa sorority during
her time at Colby. Colleen commented on how her mother will
often recall memories from the
old fraternity and sorority buildings whenever she visits campus.
Both of Callie's parents were
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Callic Wade (left) and Colleen O 'Donnell are both juniors and daughters of former Colby College students.
part of Greek communities as
well. "My dad's frat was in Piper when he was at Colby," she
said. "He 's come back to visit it
a couple of times, but the layout
of the building has changed so
much over the years—especially
since they renovated it a few
years ago." Wade said that her
father was baffled by how much
more space the rooms had. Since
there was no more need for the
usual amenities of a fraternity

(living room, library, etc.), all of
the rooms were greatly expanded.
Colleen said that her mother 's
choice of college was definitely
a factor in choosing her own
schools to apply to. "My mom
had taken me to visit Colby a
lot when I was younger, and the
experience instilled in me an attraction to the atmosphere of
NESCAC schools." Colleen had
actuall y applied early decision to
Bowdoin, but after she was placed

on the waitlist, Colby jumped to
the top of her list. "My mom supported me either way," she said.
For Callie, legacy did not influence her college search. "My parents were never really obsessed
about sending me to Colby. I was
never pushed toward it," she said.
She applied to Colby nonetheless,
and Colby was the best school to
which she was accepted. "Both
my parents were incredibly happy
[with] my choice."

Homecoming: explore the Waterville area
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The Belgrade Lakes in Oakland provide a great space for swimming during the warm summer months as well as
great hiking and sightseeing year round. Be sure to check out the many hikes in the area before the snow comes

By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

As much fun as campus can
be , sometimes we all need to
get away. Many of us mig ht feel
that we 've exhausted the options available to us in Waterville , but the greater Waterville
area has a lot to offer. Whether
you 're searching for a place to
bring your family over famil y
homecoming weekend or for
an original date idea , here are
a few great things this area has
to offer.
With the Colby Art Museum
closed for construction , the
Kennebec Valley Art Association 's Harlow Gallery in Hallowell is the perfect alternative
for those looking to admire
great art. The current collection
at the gallery, "Chalk" features
a collection of two-dimensional
blackboard/chalk-based images
on display until Oct. 29. Also
on Oct. 29 is the "Day of the
Dead Performance ," a performance highlighting the story of
a young woman mourning the
loss of her love told through
poetry, song and projected images from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
For any students with historybuff parents, Augusta, the state

capital, has a lot of options. After
Maine separated from Massachusetts and became its own state in
1820, the capital was originally
designed to be the popular city of
Portland. It was later decided that
the capital should be in a more
central location for the state, so
it was moved to Augusta, where
the State House was constructed
m l 832. Today, the
Maine State House
is open to the public from MondayFriday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Both professional tours and
self-guided tours
are available.
The
Maine
State Museum, located in Augusta
as well, features
"four floors of exhibits , many educational programs
and thousands of
collection items
from Maine 's history, pre-history
and environment [which], make
the museum a popular destination for visitors , as well as a
p lace of pride for Maine people,"
according to the Maine State
Museum website. Collections
include a Civil War flags exhibit
and a three-story, water-powered

woodworking mill.
Built in 1754 and a current
National Historic Landmark ,
Old Fort Western in Maine is
New England's oldest surviving wooden fort. Located on
the Kennebec River in Augusta,
Benedict Arnold used the fort
during his assault on Quebec
City during the American Revolution. The fort
is open in November, December and January
only on the first
Sunday of the
monih from I
p.m. to 3 p.m.
Even
though
it 's getting close
to winter, fall is a
great time to enjoy the outdoors
before the snow
falls. If you 're
looking to stay
on campus , enjoy the Perkins
Arboretum and Bird Sanctuary.
The arboretum covers 128 acres
and has miles of trails great for
hiking and running. Bring your
family or significant other out
for a walk and enjoy the beautiful Maine foliage.
Another population destination in Waterville is the Ticon-

For any
students
with historybuff parents,
Augusta, the
state capital ,
has a lot of
options.
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Colby students share a romantic moment on Runnals Hill on campus. The miles of trails that weave through the
Arboretum and Runnals create a perfect opportunity for a long nature walk or a run through the Maine woods.
ic Footbridge , better known in
town as the Two Cent Brid ge.
The Brid ge traverses the Kennebec River and connects the
towns of Waterville and Winslow. The bridge was recently
reconstructed and offers a
great view of the riverfront
area downtown .
If you 're looking to enjoy
nature outside of
Waterville , there
is another arboretum
located
in Augusta. The
Vilcs Arboretum
has 224 acres
of land featuring a rock garden , a brilliant
lilac collection ,
a hosta garden
and
"Governor 's Grove ," a
collection
that
includes
over
60 statel y eastern white pines
each named in honor of one of
Maine 's former governors.
For some short local hikes
with beautiful views, the Belgrade Lakes in Oakland arc
your best bet. The Long Pond ,
the Great Pond , North Bay,
Hatch Cove , Ellis Pond , Salmon
Lake , McGrath Pond and Mes-

salonskee Lake are all close
options that offer spectacular
water views. Hiking options in
the area include Blueberry Hill ,
French's Mountain , Kennebec
Highlands, Ml. Philip and the
Mountain. All are very laidback hikes that make for a great
daytime activity, and don 't forget to bring a camera.
And for the
best part of any
parental visit or
romantic
evening: the food.
For local eateries, be sure to
check out Apollo 's Bistro. The
restaurant uses
some of its own
patio-grown
herbs and vegetables and local
growers for organic and fresh
ingredients. The
menu
features
extravagant appetizers and enticing entrees for around $10
and $25, respectively.
Buen Apetilo is another great
local option. Serving Mexican
cuisine to the greater Waterville
community for over 10 years,
the restaurant is known for its
variety of salsas and delicious

For some
local hikes
with beautiful
views, the
Belgrade
Lakes in
Oakland are
your best bet .

margaritas. With a full menu
of nachos , quesadillas and burritos, Buen Apetito , located at
Railroad Square Cinema, offers
a great atmosphere for friends
and family.
Hallowell also offers several
great dining options in a relatively close destination. Slates,
a popular bakery and restaurant
in the area, has been a successful business for over 30 years.
All of the restaurant's breads,
pastas , desserts and ice creams
are homemade at Slates Bakery. The bakery was recently
expanded so customers can sit
and enjoy coffee, baked goods
and lunch. All produce is from
local organic farmers whenever
possible and offers an impressive selection of li quor, beer,
wine and drink specials. Slates
is open Tuesday through Friday
serving lunch and dinner, Saturday for brunch and dinner ,
and Sunday for brunch.
As the semester hits the halfway point , be sure to branch out
from campus and food delivery
options and really enjoy what
the Waterville area has to offer.
Don 't limit yourself to sporting
events and dining halls. Bring
out your family or grab some
friends and take advantage of
our great location.

The Harrises: a literature love story

Natalie and Peter, the creative
writing duo, discuss how married
lif e f its with teaching on the Hill

class, and I had to end class 15
minutes early so that 1could leave
to get married," Peter said.
FEATURES EDITOR
"The ceremony was held at the
Justice of the Peace's house nearStudents often hear the tales by with just a few friends," Nataof students who meet on the Hill lie added. "And then afterwards
and end up falling in love and we went out for pizza!"
staying together even after their
While Peter was teaching at
time here is over; but how many the College, Natalie continued to
stories are there of people meet- work on her graduate school dising beforehand and arriving on sertation, and after she finished
campus together?
her work she, too, was offered a
That's exactly what Associ- job teaching literature on campus.
ate Professor of English Natalie "I was very fortunate," she said.
Harris and Zacamy Professor of
But their roles on campus
English Peter Harwould not stay
ris did. The two
this way for
met in graduate
long. Many stuschool at Indiana
dents on the Hill
University, where
recognize Natathey were both
lie and Peter as
studying for their
a sort of creative
Ph.Ds in Ameriwriting
dream
can
literature—
team, but neither
but it wasn't until
of them origithey shared a class
nally taught , or
CHRIS KASPRWTHE COLBY ECHO
in a Herman Melstudied , creative Natalieand PeterHarris came to the Hillas American literatureprofessorsand currently teachcreativenon-fiction writing and poetry writing, respectively.
ville seminar that
writing.
The
Warren Wilson is a popular written is about the cataclysms in interest in Buddhism, which he
Peter agreed, noting that,
they got to know
two teamed up
one another on a
to direct a study M.F.A. program in North Caroli- her personal life—her kids and describes as ' a "balance to the "When you teach creative writdeeper level.
ing, you're teaching with whole
abroad program na that offers tracks in both poetry her dog—and how they connect intellectual life."
Peter Harris formerly offered and fiction writing. It is the same with larger, uncontrollable natu"She kissed me
"My version would be yoga," people; you get to know their inZacamy
Professor
of
English
school
that
Associate
Professor
of
ral
disasters
and
how
we
respond
terior
lives. It draws on our hearts,
on my birthday,"
Natalie added.
by the College
Peter
recalled.
called "Colby in English , Creative Writing Adrian to them.
"These interests have devel- feelings, aspirations—integrat"And that one kiss
Peter 's interests on campus oped as we've developed as ing those things through creative
Cork" in south- Blevins attended and where Prowas all it took." The two moved ern Ireland, and it was during fessor of English Debra Spark focus on both poetry and Eng- people," Peter said. "First comes writing is very fortunate."
When Natalie and Peter are not
in together shortly thereafter , this trip that Natalie found her- teaches. "The program is great for lish composition with a service- the intellectual, then the creative,
even though Natalie was a year self at a crossroads.
people with established lives and learning component. His work then the spiritual—things you can teaching class or meeting with
has been published in The At- do that are deeper than thinking." students in their offices, located
behind in graduate school. "She
"I realized that I didn 't want to careers," Natalie said.
was a star, and I was just a stu- do academic writing anymore,"
After the program , Natalie be- lantic Monthly, Ploughshares
For Natalie, her greatest educa- across the hall from one another,
dent," Peter said.
she said. "While I was in Ireland gan offering creative non-fiction and The Virginia Quaterly Re- tion has come not from the College the two enjoy their time here in
After Peter graduated with his I took a psychotherapy gradu- and short fiction writing courses view, but his best work came but from her role as a mother. "It's Maine by hiking and cross-counPh.D, he was offered a job teach- ate course, and it made me think at the College, which had not pre- out of a class he taught several the most difficult and rewarding try skiing. Peter is an avid sailor
ing literature at the College, and about what direction I wanted to viously been offered. Her work years ago. "Colby Cares About experience. I love the relationships in the summer months, and they
soon afterward the two wed, just move in. 1 began writing stories, has appeared in The Southern Kids came out of a student pro- I can form with my students on recently spent Fall Break in Acaa few days after Peter had started and when 1 returned home, I ap- Review, Carolina Quaterly, The posal in a class I taught. It 's the what they entrust to me and share dia National Park.
working, and they both remember plied for a Master of Fine Arts North Dakota Quaterly and The most gratifying thing that has with me through their writing, but
Natalie summed it up: "We
the day fondly.
degree (M.F.A.) program at War- Chronicle of Higher Education. happened to me as a teacher," because they're not [my] children, used to play tennis, but now we
One of her favorite essays she has he said. Peter also pursues an I don't feel entwined."
"I was teaching an evening ren Wilson."
mostly just jabber and joust."
By LINDSAY PUTNAM

When you
teach creative
writing you're
teaching with
whole people;
you get to
know their
interior lives.

The Jack O'Lantern 's history
embodies the Halloween spirit
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Ben Grimmig '12 and Aileen Evans '12 carve pumpkins an Dana lawn in preparation for Halloween weekend.

I pledge to serve
with passion,
commitment and
integrity—honoring
our past, building
our community and
creating our future.
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By CHARLOTTE WIESENBERG
NEWS STAFF
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If you've ever gone trick-ortreating, you're bound to have
seen pumpkins carved with two triangle eyes and a wide smile, better
known as Jack O'Lanterns. With all
of the Halloween festivities coming
up, you may find yourself wondering where this odd tradition came
from. No need to worry, here is all
you need to know about the history
of the famous Jack O'Lantern.
Surprisingly, the tradition of
carving faces into pumpkins comes
from an old Irish folktale, the Legend of Stingy Jack. Jack was an old
drunk who played tricks on everyone. One night, he wanted to go
out to a bar and invited the Devil to
join him. Jack did not want to pay
for the drink, so he convinced the
Devil to turn himself into a coin to
pay for the drinks. Instead, he put
the coin next to a silver cross in his
pocket, preventing the Devil from
changing back to his original form.
Jack kept the Devil as a coin until
the Devil promised not to bother
Jack for a year, and not to claim
Jack's soul into Hell. The Devil
agreed and did as he was told.
The next year, Jack tricked the
Devil again. While the Devil was
in a tree picking some fruit . Jack
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carved a cross into the tree bark so
that the Devil could not come down
unless he promised not to bother
Jack for another 10 years.Beforethe
10 years were over, Jack died. God
did not want Jack in heaven, and the
Devil did not want him in hell.
During this time, people believed that if one was rejected
from both heaven and hell, his
or her soul was sent into the dark
night with a burning coal to light
the way. As Jack found himself
in this situation, his soul was sent
into the dark. The Irish believe that
Jack put the coal into a carved-out
turnip and has been wandering the
earth ever since. They called him
"Jack of the Lantern" or "Jack
O'Lantem" in true Irish fashion.
Irish families started making
their own versions of Jack's lanterns by carving faces into turnips
and displaying them on the window. They believed that the turnips
would ward off Stingy Jack and
other evil souls from entering their
homes, especially on All Hallow's
Eve—the night when the ghosts of
the dead roamed the earth.
All Hallow's Eve, what we know
today as Halloween, was not widely
celebrated in early American history. In Maryland and the Southern
colonies, communities originally
gathered in the late fall to celebrate

the harvest and tell ghost stories.
Later, in the mid-19* century,
a huge wave of traditional Irish
families immigrated to the United
States. They brought many traditions with them, including carving
Jack O'Lanterns into turnips. However, they found that pumpkins, a
popular American fruit , were bigger and easier to carve than turnips.
Conveniently enough, pumpkins
are harvested in October, so the
Irish immigrants celebrated the
harvest by carving Jack O'Lanterns
in pumpkins. Thus, the grand tradition was bom. In the late 19* and
early 20th centuries, Halloween developed into a secular holiday, and
more and more Americans participated in the festivities.
Pumpkin carving remains a
huge tradition today. Many students on the Hill not only recall
carving Jack O'Lanterns when
they were children, but also continue to carve a pumpkin every
Halloween to this day. The older
we get the more intricate and
elaborate our pumpkin carvings
become, turning pumpkin carving
into a very competitive practice as
well. So when you carve your next
pumpkin over Halloween weekend, remember that it 's not just for
fun, but also to ward off evil spirits
and protect you for another year.

Bath salts: a scary new drug

Pictured above arc the instructions and warnings on a box of a hallucinogenic drug marketed as fake "bath salts " that
is curtvnth papular in A tame One effect of the drug is psvehosis. and it has landed many users in emergency • rooms

By ALLISON EHRENREICH
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Friday. Oct. 21 the Drug
Enforcement
Administration
(DEA) banned a designer drug
marketed as "bath salts" in United
States convenience stores, head
shops and online. The drug is
known for its extreme hallucinogenic potency,addictivenessand
causing violent , paranoid effects
on its users.
In an emergency measure last
week , the DEA banned the three
chemicals used to make the bath
salts. Mephedrone. methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV) and
methylone will be listed for a
year in the DEA 's most restrictive category as researchers
study the stimulants in greater

detail to make a permanent decision on the drugs ' status.
The drug has caused increasing concern for medical workers, police officers and government officials across the state and
across the country. -Since July 6,
when Maine Governor Paul LePage signed a law banning 21 hallucinogenic drugs and stimulants
in the state , Maine has made the
possession or sale of the drugs
illegal. In late September, Maine
passed emergency legislation to
increase restrictions in an effort
to further deter the drug 's proliferation in the state , making furnishing and trafficking the drug
felony offenses.
Bath salts, which are snorted,
injected , ingested or smoked,
started making a name for them-

selves in 2010. Usage Teally took
off by 2011 , landing thousands in
emergency rooms where doctors
and poison control centers reported that their patients were acting
psychotic. Some of the extreme
cases involve self-mutilation—a
woman in Clinton tried to cut out
her teeth because she said they
were embedded with ticks. Bath
salts users lose track of who they
are and suffer intense paranoia.
The known physical and psycholog ical side effects are extreme. In addition to causing suicidal thoughts , the drug increases
heart rate and literally breaks
dow n users' muscles, which can
cause organ failure. Given that the
drug is relatively new , long-term
effects are yet unknown. Further,
the violence of many users puts a

huge strain on the services of both
medical and police responders.
In an Oct. 18 story on National
Public Radio (NPR), Dr. Jonnathan Busko, who oversees the
emergency room at Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor, said he
has seen up to eight bath salts incidents in one day. According to
the story, bath salts patients "take
three to four nurses, our techs, our
security staff and a physician to
care for them," whereas an average patient needs only the attention of one nurse and one doctor.
"And that's just for each of
them," Busko said. "So if we're
seeing four to five of those at any
given time, that 's a tremendous use
of our resources, and it really draws
us away from our other patients."
In Maine , the drug has become an epidemic , and Waterville and Bangor are known as
the epicenters. The Portland
Press Herald has referred to
Bangor as "ground zero" in the
war on bath salts.
Detective Lincoln Ryder of
the Waterville Police Department
wrote in an e-mail that "Bath
Salts... are common here in town,
though less so than in the Bangor
area. We saw some decrease in
the area after the legislation was
enacted" earlier this year in July.
Local police did not have a specific count for bath salts offenses.
In early September, there were
two bath salts drug busts in Fairfield, during which police seized
365 packets of bath salts in the
span of a week.
Bath salts have claimed responsibility for over 20 deaths
nationwide in the past two years.

PREVIEW: HALLOWEEN EXTRAVAGANZA

Occupy Wall Street
movement in Maine
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

The Occupy Wall Street
movement has expanded beyond
New York City 's financial district, and Occupy Maine is one
of the many offshoots cropp ing
up across the country in support
of the movement 's fight for economic equality via condemnation of corporate greed.
Occupy Maine, while primarily aligned with the movement 's national agenda, is also
working to publicize several
more local incentives. According to the group 's Facebook
page (the movement is organized
largely
via social media
and networking
sites),
Occupy
Maine has these
demands
for
the state: "We
demand affordable heating oil
for Mainers. We
demand
bringing the men and
women of the
Maine National
Guard home. We
demand amending
corporate
personhood- We
demand
viable
public transportation infrastructure. "
But these demands are just
specifications
within a larger
movement that calls for respect
and consideration for all , regardless of social, economic or
political standing.
Evan McVeigh , a 26-yearold restaurant worker from
Portland and participant in
Occupy Maine , said in an interview with the Port/and
Press Herald , "We need to
realize people are people , and
if we actually sit down and rationall y talk we can come to
good ideas , strong ideas that
reflect the needs and concerns
of all parties and all philosophies involved."
Since Oct. I , Occupy Maine
protesters have gathered in
Monument Square and Lincoln Park in Portland , holding
a general assembly every eve-

ning at 6 p.m. in Monument
Square, where they make announcements , listen to new
proposals and refine their campaign strategy.
At the end of the day, many
protesters return to sleep in
tents in Lincoln Park , which
by now is home to more than
30 tents. Campers are currently
receiving steady donations of
food , sleeping bags and other
necessities. Protesters have
secured a permit from the city
that allows them to camp in the
park , as long as they respect it
and obey city ordinances.
With this type of support ,
many protestors say that they
plan on remaining in the square
until something
changes.
But
how long will
it take? "Optimistic answer: a
couple months.
Pessimistic answer:
three
years," McVeigh
told the Portland
Press Herald.
On Oct. 15,
another
branch
of Occupy Maine
gathered in the
state capital of
Augusta to fight
for these same issues. Unlike the
Portland protesters , Augusta activists have yet to
obtain a permit to
camp in Capitol
Park, but the police have chosen
not to intervene in the group 's
efforts so far, and about 30 people have set up tents across from
the State House.
As in Portland, protestors in
Augusta have been receiving a
lot of food donations, and on
Saturday, Oct. 22, they donated
excess nonperishable items to a
food drive promoted by Governor Paul LePage.
"Politics aside, we want to
make sure people who need
food get it," Occupy Augusta
member Paul Carrier told Bangor Daily News, proving that
in all the excitement of raising
awareness, protestors are making efforts to contribute more
immediate forms of aid to those
suffering as a result of the country 's ailing economy.

Occupy
Maine, while
primarily
aligned with
the [Occupy
Wall Street's]
national
agenda, is
also working
to publicize
several more
local incentives.
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The annual Halloween Extravaganza, which will take p lace in select dorms on campus this Sunday. Oct 30. is organized by the Colby Volunteer Center to give local children the opportunity to go trick-or-treating in a fun and safe environment Each dorm hosts a different Halloween-themed activity.

Seniors bond at Bar Night
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

While
class
schedules .
Miller cubicles and unwavering dining hall loyalties may
divide seniors during the
week . Bar Night provides a
venue for the class to cometogether d o w n t o w n on Thursday nights.
"The coolest thing about Bar
Night is getting to see so many
different people in the senior
class that you don 't normally
sec during the week ," George
French '12 said. Bar Ni ght is
held at a different bar or pub
in Waterville each week. Past
venues have included Mainely
Brews Restaurant and Brewhouse . The Roost Pub and
Wingery as well as Club Spirits . The event is organized by
the Senior Class Council , who
picks the location each week.
"Every bod y in ihe class
gets a little closer at the bar,"
Alex Chase '12 said , echoing
French's sentiments. For many
students . Bar Nig ht also serves

as the light at the end of the tun- downtown and everybody on
nel as they struggle through a the Hill has a great time dogrueling week of
ing it ," SGA Cowork.
President Justin
Rouse "12 said.
"Looking forThe
Senior
ward to Bar Night
has pulled me
Class , Council
through some dark
communicates
times in Olin."
with bar owners to coordinate
Alex llymanson
'12 said. "I' ve also
the event. "The
been known to
owners are alturn in a problem
ways looking to
put
something
set early so I can
new
together
get to the bar with
my friends."
and create some
With limited
kind of student
public
gatherspecial for us."
Rouse said.
ing space availWhether
it 's
able for student
a dollar off of
use on campus,
drafts , PBR tallheading downtown on Thursboy specials or
days also gives
karaoke , the inGeorge French centives to attend
students
the
Class of 2012 Bar Ni ght are as
opportunity
to
diverse as the
burst the bubble
and convene for
people that attend. "I like chatdrinks m a space
ting
with
the
people
from Waterother than a dorm room.
"The bar owners are always ville at the bar ," John O'Brien
really excited to have us come '12 said. "They add a cool di-

The coolest
thing about
bar night is
getting to
see so many
different
people that
you don't
normally see
during the
week.

mension to the experience."
The addition of The Roost
to the Bar Nig ht rotation has
also worked to diversify the
Thursday-night event , as the
pub hosts live music and offers specials on their delicious
chicken wings .
"When I go to The Roost , I'd
rather have somebody buy me
a few wings than a beer," Hymanson said. "You can 't be filling up on li quids with wings as
good as theirs!"
Though some prefer the wings,
others take the opportunity to enjoy the mixed drinks and shots
they are deprived of under the
school's recent ban on hard alcohol. "It 's great to be able to have a
whiskey in peace come Thursday
night ," Mike Riflcin '12 said.
Whether they come for the
wings , drafts or music, seniors
attending Bar Night have the
unique opportunity to come together as a group on Thursday
nights while simultaneously supporting local businesses—bursting bubbles within the student
body as well as between the College and the town.
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Occupy Maine participants in Portland hold signs condemning corporations.
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CAMPUS HOSTS MAYORAL DEBATE

¦ HISTORY LESSON: TOWNS NAMED FOR FOREIGN PLACES

A Mexico in Maine?
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

On a drive through the back
roads of Maine , you could
pass throug h China , Lisbon
and Moscow, all in a matter of
hours. Vienna is conveniently located next to Rome , and
Mexico is curiously situated
north of Denmark.
Maine 's tradition of naming
its towns after foreign cities and
countries can make road tripp ing
through the state a rather confusing experience, as motorists
must wonder whether they took
a wrong turn when greeted with
a sign reading "Welcome to Mexico" in a land replete with pine
trees and snow. So what inspired
the state's seemingly unfitting
town names?
Many of Maine 's towns were
officially incorporated in the late
1700s and early 1800s, at a time
VEEZLE.COM
when communities across the This old postcarddisplays a famous signpost in Lynchville that proudl lists
y
world were fighting for indepen- some of Maine s' many towns that were namedfor foreign countries and cities
dence from colonial rule. Back
then , the United Stales was a explain the fact that there is a Grand Tour, Mexico is North of
newly-established independent Madrid , Maine , and that it was Paris ," commented on this idea,
country, and a fierce Yankee pride named after Spain 's capital?
saying "It 's not always easy livinspired the people of Maine to
Some Maine towns were ing in a little town named for a
name towns after their (distant) named due to admiration of the much larger place."
neighbors who were also strug- rich history and culture of several
Also in the article, Betty Skgling for self-rule—as a display great European cities. Vienna, ogland of Denmark , Maine , says
of solidarity.
Maine was named in tribute to a that people often wonder why
Mexico , Maine was incorpo- city that was "noted for its pal- she would want to live in a rural
rated in 1818 during the Mexican aces, churches, charitable and town of only 700 people named
War of Independence. Accord- literary institutions , as well as the after a much more impressive
ing to Ava Harriet Chadboume's gaiety of society," Chadboume European country. Referring to
1955 book titled Maine Place states. "It was a happy choice for a time when she told a group
Names and the Peopling of its a Maine town seeking to honor a of New Jersey residents that
Towns, "The inhabitants of the lit- foreign city."
she was from Denmark, she extle plantation of Holmanstown in
In attributing this honor, plained , "They said 'wow' and
Maine complimented the efforts however, Maine residents also I said , 'No, Denmark , Maine ,'
of the Mexicans in their struggle demonstrate pride for their and they said , u Oh,' and their
for liberty by naming their town state. Rome, Maine , was named faces dropped."
in admiration of the ancient
foT Mexico."
But Ben Conant of Paris,
Peru , Maine was also estab- capital of the Roman Empire , Maine speaks highly of his
lished during this time , when but Chadboume 's book in- home state when he describes
many South American colo- cludes a boastful quote from a signpost that honors nine
nies were breaking away from the Maine town 's historian , foreign-named towns at the
who states Rome , Maine "has junction of Routes 35 and 5
Spanish rule. The country of
Peru was liberated from Spain seven times as many hills as in Lynchville , Maine. Conant
in 1821 , and the Maine town the eternal city whose name it says the si gnpost was erected
honored the South American bears , and granite enough to in 1930 to "attract attention to
a little two-by-four place that
nation by adopting its name in build the old Roman capital. "
Of course, towns named af- doesn 't get any attention. " It
the same year.
While the reason for nam- ter foreign cities and countries has indeed attracted a lot of ating towns like Mexico and Peru cannot help but invite com- tention , as many people travel
implies a condemnation of co- parison—boastful or not—with to take pictures beneath the falonial—and more specifically, their namesakes. A 1988 New mous road sign that says that
Spanish—rule, how does one York Times article, "On Maine 's Paris is only 15 miles away.
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On Tuesday, Oct. 27, the College hosted a debate among the candidates who are running for Mayor of Waterville The candidates included (from left to right): Dana Sennett. the incumbent Democrat. Karen Heck '74. an
unaffiliated candidate and Andy Roy, the Republican candidate The mayoral election will take place on Nov 8

Exchanging culture in
state 's high schools
By ESTHER KING
NEWS STAFF

Pacific Intercultural Exchange
(PIE) is a non-profit international
student exchange organization
that was established in 1975 in
San Diego, Calif. It has been
active in Maine for eight years,
during which it has brought hundreds of students from countries
all around the world including
Thailand, Korea , Norway, Brazil
and Colombia, to Maine public
high schools.
There are currently 15 students
living with host families in Maine
and attending local high schools
this semester, and PIE looks to increase this number each year. As
part of their application , students
rank geographic areas within the
United States by order of preference, though they are generally
placed according to their compatibility with host families.
But for many like Kristoffer Martinsen, a current senior
at Maine Central Institute who
hails from Trondheim , Norway,
location within the U.S. is not
important. Martinsen was primarily interested in experiencing
American culture and attending
an American high school for an
academic semester. He didn 't care
what city he lived in.
"1 didn 't choose Pittsfield,
Maine, as my destination ," Martinsen said. "1 knew that 1 didn 't
matter where I went , because it 's
the people who live in a city that
really make the difference."
Before arriving in the States,
students participate in an orientation in their home country
through local organizations that
partner with PIE, as well as a
three to four week post-arrival
orientation on site in the U.S.
Still , the transition is not always easy. "It can be hard to adjust in the beginning, " Martinsen said. "I'm from a big city, so
it 's very unusual to me to be in
rural Maine. There isn 't as much
to do."
Many PIE exchange student
become active in their communities by volunteering, participating in extracurricular activities
or attending local churches. They
also connect to their new home
through the friendships they forge
in school. "My favorite part of
being here is meeting so many
amazing people," Martinsen said.
A student 's host family also
plays a crucial role in their cultural exchange experience. "Host
families provide the caring environment, room and daily meals,"
Charity Webster, a regional manager of PIE , explained. Host
families receive support through
a network of community area representatives and regional managers. A pre-arrival orientation for
families helps them learn how to

best act as support system* for
their students. Area representatives regularly check in with students and their host families and
are available to answer questions.
"Good communication skills
and common sense are reall y
the most important [qualities
in a host family]," Crystal
Richard , an area representative

My husband
and I started
hosting four
years ago
because we
can't have
kids, and every
experience...
has given us
a family.

Charity Webster
PIE Regional Manager

for PIE and Martinsen 's host
mother, said. A genuine desire
to host a student is also a necessary requirement.
"You're not expected to take
them on a 10-month journey
around the country—the exchange experience is a journey
in itself ," Richard said. "Your responsibility is simply to welcome
and absorb them into your culture
and your home for the time they
are with you."
"Students all have their own
medical insurance, their own
spending money for expenses

outside the family home and
the host family's commitment
does not go beyond the six to ten
months they sign up for," Webster explained.
For most hosts however, the
relationships their families form
with their exchange students last
a lifetime. "This is our second
year hosting an exchange student, and both have been great
additions to our family," Richard
said. "We still Skype, e-mail, chat
and send packages back and forth
with our exchange student from
last year. She is very much a part
of our family."
Host families vary in size and
kind , and there is no such thing
as a "typical host family": host
parents can be married, single,
retired , with children or without or anything in between.
Students sometimes request to
live in big families, while others
want to experience living as an
only child.
"My husband and I started
hosting four years ago because
we can't have kids, and every
experience has been different but
has given us a family," Webster
said. "1 have learned a lot from
every student: they are so smart
and have so much culture and
knowledge to share."
As a representative of PIE,
Webster is hoping to increase the
number of host families in Maine
and eventually expand the reach
of the program to incorporate all
of New England.
"The first time your student experiences apple pie, or their first
lobster, or snow storm, is such an
amazing experience," Webster said.
"We really want to get as many
families involved in our program
as we can so that we can welcome
more students and share with them
what an amazing place Maine is."

C0UR1ESY OF CHARITY WEBSTER

Pacific Intenultural Exchange (PIE) brings international students to Maine
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EDITORIAL

I LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Solving Dorm Vandalism
Must Gome From Us

This could be the worst Halloween ever
attention to the United Nations. The
other day, I was reading the newspaper
and discovered a shocking report from
the UNFPA. The UNFPA is the United
Nations Population Fund, some kind
of agency that creates acronyms that
don 't work and also helps developing nations with health-related issues.
The report states that on Halloween,

T

A lie Mtond Apartments residents ' letter regarding recent acts of vandalism, as
posted \ 1.1 Official Notice on Oct. 19, addresses an important issue facing the campus
community It lavs out the extreme dorm damage thus far in the apartments and asks
that only seniors and escorted underclassmen enter the building
Snll several of the suggestions the residents raised could potential!} result in further
problems.
Party goers have caused a lot of damage over the course of the semester, a si gnificant
cost that the residents should not have to burden. Further, their effort to gather as a
community and discuss methods to minimize dorm damage in their building is admirable
I m u t i n g v isitors to the apartments to invited guests may seem like an effective solution , but il is important to consider this suggestion w i t h i n the context of the recent
alcohol \ iolations that have occurred at off-campus parties
It is possible thai I m u t i n g who can and cannot enter the apartments will result in fewer
underclassmen entering the building , as party hosts in the apartments are seniorsami presumably, 21-year olds — whose immediate peer groups ma\ not always extend
outside the senior class Perhaps this will even limit the amount of underage drinking occurring in the apartments Decreased dorm vandalism this past weekend in the
apartments speaks to the potential effectiveness of the measure
\nother potential way to lessen the problem is to ask the seniors living in the apartments , as well as the security officers who may be stationed in the hallways , to focus
on who is committing the actual damage Having m u l t i p le sets of eyes focused on
students w h o enter the b u i l d i n g may prompt students to think twice before doing anything destructive
Ultimately, thoug h , addressing dorm v a n d a l i s m — t h e intentional destruction of our
home -needs lo go beyond the mere prevention of keeping drunken fools away from
exit signs There needs to be a culture change on campus. This editorial is not revolutionary , by any extent, but we need to change and begin to demand accountability
from our peers There is nothing cool or satisfying about damaging the buildings we
l i v e in and that our Ph ysical Plant Department works hard to keep in order It is the
ug liest side tit Colby, and it is . quite frankly, disgusting, entitled behavior If you make
;i m i s t a k e and damage something, have the self-respect and dignity to claim it

As I have repeatedly made clear to
friends, professors and random people
in bars , I am no supporter of the United
Nations. I' ve always been against any
organization telling America what to
do (unless that organization has lots
of money for lobbyists , in which case
telling America what to do is its right
and responsibility). I remember long
evening conversations with my grandfather, Henry Cabot Lodge, on the subject. "Michael ," he would begin , "the
United States is the world's best hope,
but if you fetter her in the interests and
quarrels of other nations , if you tangle
her in the intrigues of Hurope , you will
destroy her powerful good and endanger her very existence. Also , how am
I supposed to be your grandfather?
1 died in 1924. And we look nothing
alike. That 's a very llimsy premise for
a joke. " And I grasped his hand firmly, looked him in the eye and said , "I
know, grandfather. I know."
But sometimes, it is necessary to
ignore my better judgment and pay

If God didn 't want
us to have all these
babies, he would
not have created
tequila.
October 31, the world population will
reach seven billion people. Now, I am
not a scientist , but 1 think I can authoritatively say that once that seven
billionth umbilical cord is snipped , all
hell will break loose.
Ever since Thomas Malthus egotistically coined the adjective "Malthusian "
to describe the ugly effects of overpopulation , people have been worried
about making too many babies. Perhaps
worried isn 't the right term. If people
were actually worried, they might have
stopped making so many babies. But I

WONDERWOODSMAN BY SAM DEERAN

digress. As religious folk probably say
all the time, if God didn 't want us to
have all these babies, he wouldn 't have
created tequila.
But what does this mean for you?
Well, as is always the case when another suckling piglet enters the competition for the limited number of proverbial natural resource teats , things
are going to get more difficult (and
the metaphors are going to get more
uncomfortable). I am from New Jersey, the most densely populated state
in America. Add in a healthy measure
of jingoism, and you could say I come
from the most densely populated place
on Earth...if you wanted to.
Friends , I am afraid that once baby
seven billion comes (let 's call him
Eric), the entire world is going to be
like New Jersey. You see, little Eric
doesn 't know it yet, but he is going
to be the baby who breaks the camel's back. Pretty soon , we are going
to run out of resources unless we do
something drastic. Now , I' m not suggesting we stop Eric from being born.
That would be unethical. We need to
follow the advice of the people who
number hotel floors and run our nation 's financial institutions: fudge the
numbers . Instead of calling Eric the
seven billionth baby, let 's just start
over and call him the six billionth. No
one will notice.
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I believe that this coming year will
be a pivotal point in American history. I am talking exclusively about
the 2012 Presidential election. The
forerunners for the Republican party
do not seem so formidable; however ,
this does not mean that they are not
potential candidates for representing
the GOP. Now , I am no politician and
I have no dreams of becoming a politician; I simply try my best to stay
updated on what the people who really run this country do. I mean , these
are our elected leaders in whom we
trust to guide us through the fog and
into the light , to get rid of our demons so we can sleep safely with our
iPhone right next to us. These are the
guys who make the big decisions for
this country.
When I look at the potential candidates for the Republican nomination , the person who honestly stands
out to me is none other than Herman
Cain. This guy is the business. I mean
he. is such a good-hearted , openminded , clear-thinking
individual
that he recently renounced racism as
being a factor in the degree of suc-

cess of any African-American today.
That is a bold statement. His wisdom
is so deep that he even stated once ,
"Blacks need to get out of the Democratic p lantation and start thinking for
themselves." I love this guy. I don 't
love him because of what he stands
for but because he is a breath of fresh
air. He is the "Uncle Ruckus " of our

The future that
Mr. Cain has to be
speaking of is so
distant from today
that I am not sure if
my grandkids will
see that day.
modern society (The Boondocks reference). He is candid despite his clear
fallacies , and he is willing to back
those fallacious arguments not with
a vapid outlook but , instead , he is
fierce and in-your-face.
He forces us to look at the larger
picture of what is going on. He is not
the only one. There are thousands—if
not millions—of people who think ,
act and behave like Mr. Cain. His
cognition is something to marvel at ,
not because it is something artistic ,

but because it is anachronistic. The
future that Mr. Cain has to be speaking of—one where "racism does not
affect African Americans and any minority "—is so distant from today that
I am not sure if my grandchildren will
see that day.
But this man has a vision , and
whether or not a prison industrial
complex , military industrial comp lex , the rapid rise of Black unemployment , the killing of James Crai g
Anderson ever existed and even the
death of Troy Davis to throw that
along in there , this man sees no evil.
He may have even believed that Troy
Davis did kill that officer. I mean , alt
the evidence points directly toward
that , no argument there.
But I digress. Mr. Cain is a man
to be reckoned with , and you should
be on the lookout come 2012; he
may end up becoming President
of the United States. By then , I
will have graduated and w i l l be in
graduate school in somewhere like
Canada or London , and I w i l l miss
all the fun.
In all seriousness , if you ever want
some shock value to wake you up or
get your day started with optimism
and altruism , listen to Mr. Cain
speak. It is as if God herself came
down from heaven and told me the secret to why Spongebob Squarepants
is the funniest show ever. Mr. Cain , I
hope to see you in 20! 2. If not , then
maybe never.

The power of face-to-face conversation Keeping an eye toward

For the past couple of weeks, the utility of the Civil Discourse has beep called
into question by students. I really hate to
beat a dead horse, but I think that when
Mark Gracyk wrote his article (no matter
how skewed in logic it may have been),
it started a dialogue that should be encouraged to continue. The Discourse is
great for awareness, but nothing can replace good, old-fashioned face-to-face
discussion and debate. Colby's ultimate
goal (and one of its major selling points)
is to produce citizens of the world who
can effectively work to make change and
become leaders. How are we supposed to
do that if the only way we can share our
ideas is through a computer screen?
Last year, there was an open-mic in
Page about gender at Colby, which gave
students and faculty the opportunity to
actually voice their opinions about the issues that continually plague our community. Attending this forum was probably
one of the most empowering and effective
things I have seen happen in my year and
a half on this campus. Students all around
me waited for the microphone and made
their opinions known. All I could think
was how courageous and impressive it
was that people were willing to stand up
and say what they wanted others to hear.
It 's hard to get up and speak your mind:
it's one of the most vulnerable things a

person can do, especially in front of large
groups of people who seem like they're
going to tear you apart. The ability to
have an opinion has become underrated,
especially with the prevalence of social
networking and public e-mail.
We've been told thousands of times by
our parents, friends and teachers to never
put things in writing online because we'll
never be able to take them back. With the
amount of people on the Internet at any
given time, you could post a Facebook
status, take it down two minutes later and
have it still be seen by at least a dozen
people, which means at least double that
number will know about it an hour later.
I know that sometimes it 's easier, liberating even, to spill (or rather, type) your
guts, seeing paragraph after paragraph
come into fruition , but in the end, does it
really solve anything? The person whose
attention you 're trying to get may not
even be logged on long enough to' see it.
After thinking about this for a while,
I figured out the root of the problem: we
don 't know how to communicate with
each other. At all. This is the argument
that has been used against us for most
of our teenage years, and it 's valid. But
when you think about it , it 's not our
fault. We're the babies of the digital
age, raised on social networking and
Apple products. In school, debates have
been replaced by essays and response
questions. Conferencing with peers on
papers can be avoided by using track
changes. We can buy and sell anything
without stepping foot into a store, and
with e-mail, we don 't have to ever meet
with a teacher in person
This is all great when thinking about

progress and innovation , but it has one
terrifying result: silence. When something is bothering us, we take to the Internet instead of talking about it. Twitter
posts and Facebook statuses can be your
best friend, but they can also be your
worst enemy when they are used to express frustration and problems. We live
in a world where it 's better to use unoffensive behavior than to make waves.
From a young age, we're taught to be politically correct, non-confrontational or
low-maintenance, and that attitude leads
to writing frustration down instead of
verbally letting it out. While there 's certainly nothing wrong with being respectful, we should ask ourselves how cldse to
the line we are wilting to get before we
take action. Posting "OMG the party upstairs will not shut up" instead of knocking on the door and asking them to turn
it down forces us to believe the worst in
people and makes us look just as bad.
We don 't have to walk the technologically programmed path that 's been
laid out for us. Enough problems in the
world result from misinterpretation- We
have the chance to stop that unfortunate
pattern , but only if we start now. If we're
going to get anywhere, it 's important that
we value speaking our minds and risking a little criticism instead of hiding behind a keyboard. So, next time someone
moves our stuff in Miller or leaves a mess
in the bathroom in the dorm, I' m challenging everyone (myself included) to
politely say something. Words are a powerful thing, even more so when they are
spoken. Own your opinion and share it.
Who knows? You could inspire someone
else to do the same.

As we beg in a new academic
year, many of us have already witnessed incidents in which students
have been harassed because of real
or perceived differences with regard
to race , gender , sexual orientation
and other dimensions of identity.
We deplore such incidents because
they undermine the vision of equality and justice toward which we
strive as a community. Therefore ,
we encourage all members of our
community to review and consider
our values regarding difference and
diversity. What kind of place do we
want Colby to be?
(1) Colby College is dedicated to
the education of humane , thoughtful and engaged persons prepared
to respond to the challenges of an
increasingly diverse and global society and to the issues of justice that
arise therein.

(2) The College also is committed
to fostering a fully inclusive campus community, enriched by persons
of different races, gender identities ,
ethnicities , nationalities , economic
backgrounds , ages, abilities , sexual
orientations , political beliefs and
spiritual values.
(3) We strive to confront and
overcome actions and attitudes
that discourage the widest possible
range of participation in our community, and we seek to deepen our
understanding of diversity in our
daily relationships and in bur dealings as an institution , (www.colby.
edu/diversity/)
We are all responsible for making Colby a place where everyone
is treated fairly. Through dialogue,
awareness, understanding and reconciliation, our differences can serve as
opportunities for learning and growth.

instead of excuses for inflicting pain
and suffering on others.
To this end , the Pugh Center and
the Office of the Dean of Students ,
in collaboration with the Multicultural Affairs and Race and Racism
Committees , arc launching a Speak
Up: Ways to Fight Bigotry campaign. This is one of the many efforts planned throughout the year to
remind us of our individual and collective roles in building a just and
inclusive community. We encourage
everyone to partici pate fully in this
campaign and to engage in other ways
to foster justice and fairness at Colby
College and beyond.
Thank you .

A mission statement on our values
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Campus flag policy update - Student Government Association
Not to downplay identity politics
on campus, but the
world did not stop
spinning outside of
Colby last week.
For" the last month
it 's been spinning
in Zuccotti
Park
(New York), Lafayette Plaza (D.C.)
and dozens of cities
around the country where protesters
have taken to the streets over income
inequality in the United States. How
is it that our hair-trigger sensitivity is
only for issues occurring within the
Colby bubble?
No, when you mention Occupy Wall
Street at Colby, the most common response is a blank stare . It 's easy to ignore when everyone is wearing Patagonia and Polo, and the protesters are
hundreds of miles away. But our economic system is a huge mess, and we
continue to ignore it at our own peril.
Let 's quickly recap a few of the problems created by our parent 's generation:
An unsustainable deficit We are
a debtor nation with China , our biggest economic competitor , as our main
creditor. China stops lending, and
there goes the neighborhood.
Dependency on foreign oil. We are
addicted to oil , but the government has
been unwilling to do the things that
would make alternative energy viable.
The e n v i r o n m e n t . It 's thoroughly messed up. but our politicians
can 't pass cap-and-trade. the only
viable solution.
Our political system, which,
thanks to the Supreme Court , affords
corporate money and special interest
an entirely disproportionate influence.
The health of our public school
system, where school boards debate
evolution as the quality of education
continues to decline. Spoiler alert :
evolution is real.
And in general , destruction of political discourse , in which the media
rewards extremism , compromise is a

Do we know an
injustice when we
see one? Do we
even care?
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Be sensitive/go on a vacation to
Mexico - Mark Gracyk '14
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Let 's take a quick look at our college
discourse. Last week 's Echo published
the op-eds on the following topics:

dirty word , and facts are subjective.
The worst part is that the issues
currently dominating the news—inflation and unemployment—are basicall y symptoms of systemic , metastasized illness. Not that you could
tell from the overall figures , but did
you know that Medicare actually ran
a surplus until 2009? The extra money was stored in a trust fund , which
is now paying out and will be gone
by 2017.
In other words , healthcare does not
currently add to the deficit , which is
scary when you consider a) the total
national debt and b) that it won 't be
that way by the end of the decade.
By then , we will all be out of school ,
and our parents will mostly be retired. It looks likely that many of us
will be jobless , as the unemployment
rate for college graduates continues
to rise from l-in-20 (It was l-in-50
in 2007).
The p o i n t is that even if by
some miracle the current headlineg r a b b i n g issues are resolved , our
future is one of fixing problems
caused b y the h u b r i s of the people
currently running
our p o l i t i c a l and
economic apparatuses.
The way t h i n g s
are , you might expect students to occupy Colby events
like last week' s
panel
with
the
Chair of the Boston Federal Reserve and the CEO of Barclays. At
least you would expect students to
have some awareness of the news
cycle. Instead the lectures are filled
with people whose goal in life is to
become i n v e s t m e n t bankers and the
broader discourse is silent when it
should be angry and vigorous.
Let 's take a look at the facts.
The pre-tax. pre-benefits income
of the top one percent in A m e r i c a
is about S380 .000. The bottom 50
percent averages S33 .048 and , at
a net worth of 700 b i l l i o n dollars ,
controls 2.5 percent of w e a l t h in
the United States. While you don 't
need to make tour hundred thousand a year to be at Colb y, you also
don 't need an economics degree
to see that most students here are
closer to that top one percent than
the bottom 50.
With our quarter million dollar
educations , do we know an injustice
when we sec one? Do we even care?
It 's been said many ways by manypeople , but privilege comes w i t h responsibilities. This doesn 't mean that
we should Occupy Colby or drop out
of school and Occupy Wall Street. It
also doesn 't necessarily mean joining the Colby Volunteer Center or
something like that.
I'll get to the actions in my next
column. For now . let us start with
responsibility of knowing and talking about why everyone is so angry.
In a few years , beyond the shelter of
Mayflower Hill, we ' re going to be
angry, too.
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INFORMATION CENTER: 1-800-639-3317
www.concordcoachlines.com

WEDNESDAY

The Supreme Court & Civil Rights:
The Promise Unfulfilled?

SATURDAY

Men's Soccer vs. Bates

1

¦

Fields - Soccer Game Field

1

Football vs. Bates Homecoming
Fields - Seaverns Tufts Football Field

11a.m.

1 Get Up Downtown - Taste the Harvest

Field Hockey vs. Bates

1

Bill Alfond Field
4 p.m.

8

Oak Lecture featuring Anlrudh Krshna

One Illness Away: Global Poverty & Human Rights
Dana - 122
7 p.m.
How do people "fall" into poverty, and how do they
manage to escape what seems , to some, like their
predetermined fate? Statistics don't tell us very
much. Krishna , a political scientist at Duke
University, has tackled these questions in a
fascinating new study of 35,000 households in
five countries and four continents.

Barrels Community Market, 74 Main Street
3 p.m.
Local farmers showcase the bounty of their
harvest at a special tasting.

Halloween Dance

I
I

Flu Shot Clinic

I

10 p.m.

1

Cotter Union - 1
1
1 Lower Program Space

I

4 p.m.

1

MONDAY

Homeless Awareness Month Reception
Cotter Union - 120 Pulver Pavilion
5 p.m.

Cotter Union - 111 Lower Programming Space

11a.m.

Sexual Violence & Prevention
Response Conference

U
1

9:30 a.m.

1

University of Maine at Orono

¦

TUESDAY

Heights - 130 Community Room

Flu Shot Clinic

THURSDAY

7 p.m.
Diamond - 122
Nancy Gertner, winner of the Morton A. Brody
' Award for Distinguished Judicial Service in 2010,
I
| recently left the United States District Court for
¦
: the District of Massachusetts to join the faculty
1 of Harvard Law School. Her memoir, In Defense of
I
' Women: Memoirs of an Unrepentant Advocate , has
recently been released to rave reviews. Judge Gertner will discuss her feeling that the United States
Supreme Court has not moved adequately in the
area of equal rights protection.

Colby African Society: Africa Week
Film Screening
Diamond - 145

8:30 p.m.
Attendees will leave at 7:00 a.m. and will return I
at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, October 27 , 2011. To I
THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
travel with the group, please R.S.V.R to Deb
I
Thurston at dbthurst@colby.edu or call 859-4250.B

I
ISix Minutes to Doomsday: Assesing the
State of the Nulear Threat
I
7 p.m.

Diamond - 122
Jessica Varnum is an Adjunct Professor at the
Monterey Institute of International Studies, where
she currently teaches two classes in the
Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies master 's
program that educate students on the science and
technology dimensions of nuclear policymaking.

The Greatest Silence: Rape of the Congo
Cotter Union - 130 Pugh Center
7 p.m.
Winner of the Sundance Special Jury Prize in
Documentary and the inspiration for a 2008 U.N.
Resolution classifying race as a weapon of war,
this extraordinary film, shot in the war zones of
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), shatters the silence that surrounds the use of sexual
violence as a weapon of conflict.

Food, Inc. Showing

I

Lovejoy - 100

1

7 p.m.

I

1

FRIDAY
An Evening of Spoken Word: Omekongo
Cotter Union - 130 Pugh Center
7 p.m.
Members of the Hip-Hop Alliance will be
performing spoken word pieces, followed by the
main event: the empowering global citizens and
inspiring change. Omekongo's goal is to promote
awa reness about genocide around the world ,
specifically about what is currently happening in
the Congo. His main focus is on spoken word ,
which he uses to raise awareness about the
falsified, discriminato ry perception that most
westerners have about African issues.

Raw Bar ~ Grill
Lounge
Sample menu
B&ULB&K
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL
LITTLE NECK CLAMS
APPETIZERS
OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
MAINE CRAB CAKES
P.E.I. MUSSLES
PAN SEARED YELLOW FIN TUNA

EtLTBEES
BERMUDA ONION CRUSTED YELLOW FIN TUNA
PANKO CRUSTED LOBSTER CUTLETS
CARMELIZED DIVER SEA SCALLOPS
MAINE CRAB STUFFED HADDOCK
CHIPOTLE GRILLED COLLOSSAL SHRIMP
MAPLE GLAZED CEDAR PLANK SALMON
SEAFOOD PAELLA
ROSEMARY MARINATED RACK OF LAMB
CHAR-GRILLED PRIME NY STRIP
ANGEL HAIR PASTA PANCAKES
SPINACH & ROASTED TOMATO STUFFED PORTABELLAS
All Items Listed On This Menu Are Fresh, Never Frozen, Locally Procured
When Possible From Maine Farmers & Fishermen. Enjoy!

^House of Man

AMAZING FARE... PLEASING ATMOSPHERE... CORRECT SERVICE...
TRENDY AND BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE
18 BELOW
RAW BAR~GRILL~LOUNGE

207-873-1300

18 SILVER STREET WATERVILLE
TUESDAY ~ SUNDAY 4PM ~ 1AM

10%off eat in andpick up with Colby ID

THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY, DRESS CASUALLY

We Deliver until 2 a.m and don't for get to ask about our weekly specialsf

STUDENTS IN THE LIBRARY
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How are you going to party with your parents on Halloween?
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"Out to dinner; keeping it classy. "
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CHAPEL HILL GAME CHANGER

SPECIALS
HAPPY PARENTS' WEEKEND
FROM J OKASU!
Colby Red Wine (similar to Meritage)
Was 17.99 Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit
Dos Equis (24-bottle Variety Packs)
Now Only 16.99 + Tax and Deposit
CHH15 KASPRAK/IHt COLBY fcCHO

The Chapel housed Colby College 's f i r s t orchestral ensemble of the 2011 season, p laying a series of c l a s s i c a l p i e c e s Both
Colby s t u d e n t s and local musicians make up the o r c h e s t r a , bringing a unifying f e e l of community to the musical e v e n t .

CREATIVE WRITER COMES TO COLBY

Mmmmmmammamm

12 Step Meeti ng

Thursdays @ 7p.m.
Whitney Room,
Roberts

HICK loDTCE/THTCOLBY ECH5

Monica Wood reads her book of memoirs . When We Were the
K e n n e d y s, which will hit the shelves in Summer 2012

Stock Up on Our Halloween Wines!!!
Dracula Pinot Noir
Seven Deadly Sins
Vampire Wines
Sixth Sense Shiraz

All Welcome

We Accept Debit and Credit
Cards!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In

wammamamawamamamamamm

Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

One year anniversary of PechaKucha

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Local resident Katie Brown s presentation discusses taking p hotographs while dog-walking in Portland. Maine.
By LAUREN FIORELU
ASST NEWS EDITOR

"lust do it" was Tammy Rabideau 's oft-repeated motto last
Friday nig ht , Oct. 22, as master of ceremonies for Volume
Five of the Waterville PechaKu cha Nights. PechaKucha , which
means "chit-chat " in Japanese, is
a uni que public event featuring
local presenters speaking on topics of their choice.
PechaKucha Night (PKN) was
developed in Tokyo, Japan in
2003 and has since become so
internationally renowned that
hundred of cities around the
world host PKNs. "Richard Caro
presented the idea that we should
start a PechaKucha Night in Waterville.... We decided just do it,"
Rabideau explained to the audience. Caro, Rabideau and Martin
Kell y are the co-coordinators of
the event series. The first Waterville PKN was held on Oct. 20,
2010, making last week's event
the one-year anniversary.
An article in the Morning
Sentinel previewing the first

PKN had the headline "Artists
to meet , share ideas ." which
sums up the concept quite well.
Anyone, from amateur to professional, artist to art lover, can
send in a presentation proposal.
The onl y constraint: the presentation must follow the simple
formula of 20 images, 20 seconds per image. Each presenter
then has six minutes and 40 seconds to impart the root of his or
her passion to the community.
Presenters at Volume Five
spoke on topics ranging from
pnntmaking to portrait photography, from Rubik's Cubes to
river damming. Rabideau introduced each presenter, reading
quotes from family and friends
describing him or her. Brian
Zemrak, presenting on his business On Screen and Beyond, was
described as "Colby 's Forrest
Gump " Zemrak works in ITS at
the College, but in the past he has
also been a disc jockey, an amateur filmmaker and now a celebrity podcast host.
Zemrak does casual interviews with big-name celebrities
and posts them on his website,

"I
onscreenandbeyond.com.
started putting up the podcasts,"
Zemrak said, "and one day I had
over 100,000 hits in two hours "
Zemrak has now interviewed
over 182 celebrities, including
Bob Barker . Taylor Lautner, Susan Olsen . who
Cind y
p layed
Brady, Debi Derryberry, the voice
of Jimmy Neutron , and many
more.
Artist
Leigh
Rose shared images of his abstract
sculptures. Rose
"has spent most
of his life on the
oceanside away
from town," Rabideau said when
he
introduced
Rose.
Machias,
Maine, Rose said,
"is where I found
a great love of rust." Many of his
sculptures are made from found
driftwood and metal scraps. One,
entitled "Peter," is a three-dimensional collage of unique knotty

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

PechaKucha allows Brown and others to sharetheir quirkypassionsand careerchoices with the community atdarge.
weather-distorted
driftwoodWhile most of his sculptures are
lasting pieces, they have a sense
of time and a feeling of impermanence. One temporary piece
made on a beach in Honolulu
embodies a natural transience
reminiscent
of
renowned nature
sculptor
Andy
Goldsworthy.
Heidi Blair '12
presented on her
travels abroad in
Santiago,
Chile
and the controversy over the
plan to dam the
river system in
Patagonia.
Rabideau
said,
"Heidi wants to
change the world
for the better and
is one of those
people who probably will." Her
images showed Chilean citizens
peacefull y protesting the dams,
which would be an exploitation
of Patagonia's natural resources
and would flood many valleys

Presenters at
Volume Five
spoke on topics
ranging from
printmaking
to portrait
photography,
from Rubik's
Cubes to river
damming.

in the area. This flooding would with the aid of much community
wipe out homes and drown the support. Waterville Maine Street ,
animals native to those areas, the Waterville Public Library and
such as deer. One image showed the College's Museum of Art are
a political billboard depicting a among the largest supporters.
drowning deer as an environ- The Hathaway Creative Center
has hosted more than one PKN
mentalist's plea.
Since the beginning of PKN and Barrels Community Market
Waterville, students and faculty provided free snacks last Friday.
Karen Heck '74, co-founder
of the College have been involved
as presenters and as promoters. of Hardy Girls Healthy Women
The Colby-Waterville Alliance (HGHW) and mayoral candi(CWA) helped organize and pub- date in the upcoming Waterville
licize the event. PKN Volume election, celebrated these comOne, attended by almost 200 munity outlets. In her presentamembers of the community, in- tion, "Je t 'aime Waterville," Heck
cluded presentations by students, elaborated on the many things
Ai Yamanaka '11 and Molly Ben- she loves about Waterville, from
nett '11 and p hotographer and local business to her HGHW coAssistant Professor of Art Gary workers and from town workers
Green. Other student presenters to Maine seasonal changes.
PKN Waterville Volume Six will
have included Sarah Hirsch ' 12
be on Jan. 20, 2012. If you have any
and Qainat Khan '11.
"We did have a sense that interest in presenting on a creative
[PKN] was a special opportunity , tppicjof interest to you, the proposfor all of us in and around Wa- al deadline is Dec. 28 and Rabideau
terville, Maine," Rabideau said. urges you, to "Just do it!" For more
"Over the last year we have all info, go to pecha-kucha.org/night/
been participants in cultivating waterville. Having celebrated one
an awareness of the creative mojo year of successful nights, PKN has
right here at hand in our commu- become a new and unique tradinity!1 PKN Waterville is produced tion in Waterville.

A bold production of "Unwrap Your Candy"

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

The cast of "Baby Talk " gives a solid performance of Alice s unnerving struggle with schizophrenia and motherhood

By DASH WASSERMAN
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

On Saturday. Oct. 22. Powder
and Wig unveiled its provocative adaptation of Doug Wright 's
"Unwrap Your Cand y," a show
that pushed theatrical boundaries
and played upon the relationship
between audience and actors with
its humor, drama and high dose of
the surreal.
As audience members filed into
the tiny Cellar Theater of Runnals, several weary-looking cast
members sat facing spectators in
rows of chairs as if waiting for
their own theatrical production to
begin. After welcoming remarks
from directors Josef Broder '13,
Jack Gobillot '14 and Yuri Min
" 12, attention returned to the blase cast members—a physician, a

fashionable woman and a narcoleptic , among others—as an announcer said over a loudspeaker,
"If you 've brought any hard candies or cough drops you intend
to enjoy during the performance,
please unwrap them now."
The episode that followed was
a manic piece of meta-theater that
was puzzling and underwhelming. Upon hearing the announcer,
each of the actors would emote as
the spotlight singled them out and
their thoughts (pre-recorded audio) played aloud. The neurotic cast
of characters, traumatized by their
own anxieties and quirks regarding
the start of the performance, failed
to significantly physicalize the intentions of the voice-over. However,
because they were forced to rely on
sometimes-inconsistent audio, the
actors did their best to navigate a
rocky performance.

Despite the rough start, what
followed was a vivid sequence
of one-act performances, interspersed with vignettes, that
shared haunting themes and unparalleled acting. The evening was
about as post-modern as postmodern could get, and , all things
considered, Powder and Wig did
a fantastic job when it came to its
three central pieces.
The first one-act , "Lot 13: The
Bone Violin," was directed by Gobillot and began with a shadowy
jud ge-like figure (Brian Russo
'13) overseeing testimonials of
four people, who conveyed the supernatural tale of a notabl y absent
child violin prodigy. The young
boy's passionate mother (Kendall
Hatch '13) and father (JefT Carpenter '12) discussed their son's
uncanny ability to play the violin and how they supported the

cultivation of his talent—that is,
until the boy's mysterious death.
Along the way, a doctor (Anna
Doyle '15) researching a genetic
cause for the child's talent as well
as his self-obsessed music professor (Max Hogue ' 12) both try
to capitalize on the child's abilities. Carpenter and Hatch each
did an incredible job capturing a
parent's love for his or her child,
and Doyle and Hogue's equally
convincing performances helped
create the image of a child being
pulled in multiple directions.
After the child snaps under his
own self-pressure, the parents tell
the audience that he began to play
the violin uncontrollably, locking himself in his room for weeks
until one night the music finally
ceased. When they recount opening the door to their son's room.
Hatch, with tears in her eyes, and
Carpenter, with a solemn look on
his face, tell of finding only a violin in his place—a violin, which
the doctor discovers is a perfect
match for the child's DNA. Finally, the jud ge-like fi gure from
the beginning of the play calls
an end to the testimonials, and
it becomes clear that all of the
play's characters have provided
testimonials for the auctioning of
the violin. In this jarring manner,
both Hatch and Carpenter's passionate emotional pleas were in
stark contrast to the heavy sound
of the auctioneer's gavel announcing that the violin is for sale.
An eerie follow-up, "Wildwood
Park," directed by Broder, opens
with a slick-looking Dr. Simian
(Doug Newkirk ' 12) approaching
a real estate agent, Ms. Haviland
(Rachel Hawkins '15), for a tour of
a new house on the market. They
only thing: the house recently

gained a flurry of media attention
when its past inhabitants were brutally murdered. While Ms. Haviland was initially suspicious of Dr.
Simian's intentions for visiting the
house, he subdues her concerns
with crafty responses and proper
credentials in order to prove that
he intends to buy the house.
As Ms. Haviland shows of the
house, the sly Dr. Simian begins
to make unnerving requests to see
the rooms as he starts to imagine
how the murders took place. In
his capacity to be, quite frankly,
(subtly) creepy, Newkirk balanced
Hawkins' appropriately hyperemotional flusters when defend-

The evening
was about as
post-modern
as post-modern
can get.
ing the memory of the slain family,
and both were invaluable players
to the one-act's emotional drive.
After revealing how invested
she is in the murdered family
(whose things she admits to cherishing), Ms. Haviland is embarrassed by her defensive behavior
and assumes that she is projecting
her hysteria onto the situation. But
then ,"Dr. Simian slowly implies (a
la a convincing Hannibal Lecter)
that criminals often return to the
scene of the crime. After coming uncomfortably close to Ms.
Haviland to the point of holding
her in his arms. Dr. Simian leaves
behind a mind-blowing performance with a ghoulish smirk

Directed by Min, the final oneact, "Baby Talk," was a more humorous—albeit dark—change in
the evening's tone. The performance began when a psychiatrist
(Rhiannon Ledwell * 12J) introduces her patient Alice (Allison
Stitham '12). who, along with her
husband (Jeremy McAdams '14),
are ecstatic over her pregnancy.Yet
there are some unusual complications: the psychologist reveals that
Alice hears the child's voice (Ryan
Winter '13) during her pregnancy,
though, while on stage. Winter sat
looking like a menacing street thug
as he smoked a cigarette.
As Alice continued to describe
the course of her pregnancy, she
recounted how she could hear the
child making noises that gradually turned into words, then into
sentences and, ultimately, into
conversation. As Ledwell pointed
out the peculiarity of Alice being
able to hear her child in the womb.
Winter increased his humorous
recitations of poetry and use of
loft y vocabulary. Soon the baby
becomes critical of Alice, hurtful
to the point where she dreads the
child's birth and plots her revenge.
In a provocative ending, the child
does not speak like Alice expects,
and the real tragedy comes from
Alice's mistrust for the child she
now has to raise. Stitham's realistic
shock juxtaposed against McAdams' concern for his family made
the final scene chilling as Winter
walked silently offstage.
"Unwrap Your Candy" was a
bold and admirable choice for
a Powder and Wig production.
While clarity was sometimes
lost in the performance, the
overall effect was entertaining, haunting and ultimatel y
thought- provoki ng.
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REVIEWS
Brown &Dancersgivelively weekendperformance
By Chelsea Sonksen, Social Media Editor

It was no clap of politeness that
erupted in Runnals Theater when
the Camille A Brown & Dancers
performance ended last Friday
night. It was a whooping, hollering, soul clap to the beat of the
music. On the center of the stage,
the dancers formed a semi-circle
and took turns solo dancing as
their company, and the audience,
cat-called and cheered them on.
Through the hour-long five-piece
performance, the dancers had
slowly tunneled their energy and
passion into the audience. By the
time the dancers were through,
many of the audience members
were bobbing their heads and
swaying their hips as they rose
to give the Company a standing
ovation.
After an introduction listing
their accolades, the Camille A.
Brown 8c Dancers Company had
a lot to live up to. Their first dance,
"City of Rain," was a serene piece
that didn't quite pack the punch
necessary to open the show. The
dancers wore outfits of light blue
and brown complementing the
cloud scene projection behind
them. Their fluid , sweeping gestures offset the sense of escalating chaos that was prompted by
the grating nature of the music
selection—an original composition by Jonathan Melville Pratt.
As the piece ended, audience
members seemed unconvinced.
Though the performance started out slow, the next piece, "The
Evolution of a Secured Feminine,"
piqued the audience's attention. It
was a solo piece performed by Camille Brown that opened with one
single circle of light beaming in
the center of the stage. She wore a
brown costume, which resembled
a man's suit but had the revealing cut of a feminine garment.
The music selection incorporated

•
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audience sounds like talking and
clapping along to the bluesy beat,
and Camille played with the idea
of "performance" by putting on a
show for the simulated audience.
In this "show," Camille toyed with
the idea of gender. She juxtaposed
stereotypically coy feminine gestures with stereotypically masculine body language and props.
As phe piece closed, Camille removed the hat that she had worn
pulled over her eyes as the music
lyric said, "I saw you." The fluidity
with which Brown navigated stereotypical gender boundaries was
quite compelling.

This was a
group of
dancers with
spunk and
visible passion
for their craft.
It was during the third piece,
"Girls Verse 1," that the energy
truly amplified inside the theater. This was a high-energy
piece performed by a group of
females to a mix of several different songs with a club-music beat.
It was the most sensual piece of
the night, incorporating seductive hip rolling with sassy, showy
facials and green lighting. As this
piece ended, one audience member whispered to another, "This
just keeps getting better."
The pieces that followed the
intermission were increasingl y
more tun and comical. The
"Groove to Nobody's Business"
recaptured the aura of an urban
street corner. The dancers were
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clad in normal street clothes like
a leather jacket, a button-up shirt
and tie, ripped jeans and heels.
Four chairs were set up midstage to represent a street-side
bench. The dance unfolded as a
theatrical scene where characters
strut back and forth, creating a
sense of the flow of human traffic in the city. The audience was
bursting out in laughter as the
characters scolded each other for
invading personal space.
The Company continued the
comedy with "Been There, Done
That." a couples ' dance that dramatized the struggles of dancing with a partner. The dancers
incorporated humor throughout
the piece as they fought with each
other for the glory of the stage.
The verbal additions in this piece
were spot on with lines like "And
with that, it 's time for my water
break" The audience could hardly
contain their laughter.
The final piece of the ni ght was
a tribute to the people of New
Orleans. It was a wildly inspirational piece titled "New Second
Line," in which the whole company donned black costumes,
which stood out in stark contrast
to the red backdrop. The dancers
moved laterally across the stage
to music that evoked the spirit of
New Orleans with trumpet blasts
and bustling swank There was
an underlying rhythm and sense
of persevering teamwork that
was sustained throughout the
piece, a celebration of the character of New Orleanians.
The Company did a remarkable job summoning a simultaneously comic and inspiring
attitude in their audience. This
was a group of dancers. *ith
spunk and visible passion for
their craft, whose energy was
positivel y contagious.
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the accelerated, darker, accented portion that followed, filled
with strong brass blares and
quick violin runs. A triumphant,
crisp clarinet solo encompassed
the melody with happy string
plucks, and finally, the piece dramatically ended over and over
again as Hallstrom conducted an
almost-ending a few times before finall y leading the orchestra
to the grand finale with a cathartically long note.
The next piece, "Ballade for
Trombone and Orchestra" by
Frank Martin , welcomed special
guest Jerosch and his shiny trom-

The concert
showcased
the dynamic
musicality of
the often "lowly
trombone."
bone to the floor. The sections
and seating arrangements were
slightly altered to accommodate
the slightly smaller orchestra ensemble needed for the arrangement. Jerosch impressed the
audience, beginning with a clear,
eerie solo that showcased his elegant tone through the orchestra's
intense, exciting cacophonous
sound. In this fiery neo-classical
work, sections contributed to the
larger sound through theatrical
contrasts in tempo and dynamics along with great tonal distinctions. Jerosch rang his bell
and swayed his body during his
jumping solos over the powerful
clamor of flute trills and timpani
rolls that Hallstrom directed be-

side him.
After intermission, Hallstrom
discussed the "interesting parallel" of their first piece, Weber's
"Overture to Der Freischutz,"
to their final piece of the night.
Hallstrom said that Weber began
his piece around 1817, which
was around the time that Franz
Schubert composed "Symphony
No. 4 in C-Minor," also known
as the "Tragic Symphony." Hallstrom pointed out how Weber's
piece begins with a single note
that crescendos while Schubert 's
piece begins with a single note
that decrescendos. The audience chuckled as Hallstrom also
explained how Schubert might
have called Symphony No. 4 the
"Tragic Symphony " to make it
sound more profound so that it
would sell better.
Although Schubert's Romantic
"Tragic Symphony" interestingly
had no trombones, the piece's
four movements had the most
variation and depth. In the first
section, "Adagio Molto-Allegro
vivace," the sounds of falling flute
sounds and tempo-moving string
bounces, led to stately classical
sounds of the repeated theme
through sections, which led to
an intense, minor climax. When
the fourth movement "Allegro" finally came around in the roughly
30-minute piece, the audience
was transfixed by the orchestras
skill at playing such an impressive symphony. Hallstrom earlier
called it " a great piece," and the
Colby Symphony Orchestra executed its greatness with gusto.
While the concert was most importantly a program conveying
discrepancies and similarities between divergent composers, the
audience of Lorimer Chapel certainly hailed the lowly trombone
in Jeroschs sturdy performance.
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On Saturday Oct. 22, the
Colby Symphony Orchestra
performed its first concert of
the school year entitled, "Hail
the Lowly Trombone," a performance featuring special faculty
guest trombonist Sebastian Jerosch to a full , enthusiastic audience in Lorimer Chapel. Using
the trombone concerto as the
main feature of the night , the
concert showcased the dynamic
musicality of the often "lowly
trombone." Essentially, the program accentuated many parallels
within the piece selection, which
manifested in similar musical
tropes and times.
The
performance
began
with the German opera melody
"Overture to Der Freischutz"
by Carl Maria von Weber. As
the Colby Symphony conductor
and Music Department Chair,
Associate Professor Jonathan
Hallstrom prefaced the piece.
Hallstrom told the audience how
Weber was "sort of a one-hit guy,"
but he explained that "Overture
to Der Freischutz" was a consequential work as a representation
of opera in German history, as
well as a telling piece of the eventual transition from the Classical
to Romantic Periods.
Hallstrom then described how
"Overture to Der Freischutz"
was largel y a folktale narrative
piece, or in his words, "a convoluted story about silver bullets and enchanted fairies." The
Colby Symphony Orchestra began with a crescendo into a soft,
expressionist opening where the
musicians paused in perfectly
uniform breaths. The French
horn section was soloed over
softer string sounds in a central,
melodious theme of four-part
harmony. This compassionate
adagio section then contrasted
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Orchestra revealsthe not-so "Lowly Trombone"

a By Julia Lo, News Staff
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Field hockeygoes 1-1 Hard loss for m. soccer
By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

Colby men 's soccer topped
Williams College in nearly every
statistical category on Saturday,
but came away with the hardluck loss as the Ephs capitalized
on a golden opportunity in the
15th minute to go ahead 1-0,
escaping with the win.
Junior
midfielder
Peter
Christman was taken down
in the comer of the penalty
box , earning a penalty shot.
Williams '
defender
Peter

Vestergaard put the ball behind
senior goalkeeper Ben Joslin to
go up a goal on the Mules early
in the game. After controlling
possession for the majority of
the game, Colby was given an
excellent opportunity to tie the
score when Williams first-year
striker Zach Grady was sent off
the field with his second yellow
card, leaving the Ephs with just
10 players on the field.
The Mules failed to capitalize
on the man advantage despite
quality chances, including a
very close free kick by junior
Andrew Meisel and a near-goal

by sophomore Jonathan Sommer
in the 86th minute. The Williams
goalkeeper, junior Than Einan,
finished with three saves on eight
total Colby shots, while Joslin
saved three of seven total.
The loss moves Colby to 6-6-1
on the season overall and 2-6-1 in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC).
The Mules play a must-win
home game against Bates College
on Wednesday, Oct. 26, at 3 p.m.
The Mules need a win in order to
have a chance to qualify for the
playoffs, so get down to the field
to support Colby.

in the regular season schedule.
Throughout the match against
Williams, Colby 's defense, and
goalkeeper Emily Brook *15 ,
kept the Mules alive despite the
Ephs ' 19-5 shot advantage. The
Mules ' offense played solidl y
as well , and four minutes and
30 seconds into the second half,
Colby recorded the first goal of
the match. Following a coiner
kick from Grace Dickinson '14
and a scramble in front of the
net , Kate Laxson '13 capitalized off of a deflection from the
Ephs ' goalkeeper Laura Wann to
tally a point. Unfortunately, the
Ephs refused to go down without a fight , and Williams evened

the score with a diving header
goal from Brett Etsenhart and
an assist from Allison Magruder.
Then, with 10 minutes remaining, Williams put the game away
with a final goal from Lilly
Wellenbach off of a through-ball
from Nicole Stenquist.
Although the Mules lost the
game, the strength the women
displayed against Williams demonstrates their ability to compete
at a high level. Aiming for a win
against Bates in the last regular
season matchup on Wednesday,
Oct. 26, the women look lo finish
out their season on a high note
and hope to secure a spot in the
NESCAC playoffs.

W. soccer falls to Ephs
By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

CHRIS HODER 'THE COLBY ECHO

Field hockey midfielder Caroline Chessarc 13 breaks away from a defender on the way to the goal
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

Colby field hockey had a bittersweet week , losing to Williams College a few days after
their victory against St. Joseph' s
College on Tuesday night.
The Mules , play ing on their
home turf , took 27 shots in comparison to St. Joseph's six. Michelle Burt ' 14 made three saves
and added another shutout to her
record , and the 2-0 non-conference win bumped Colby up to
4-8 overall.
Twelve minutes into the game,
St. Josep h's goaltender , Meaghan
Johnson , made two big saves.
Courtney Erskine '13 passed the
rebound to Hannah O'Brien '12 .
who put the ball in the net for
the first goal of the game. Johnson gave the Mules a tough time ,
making 18 saves. Late in the sec-

ond half . Sally Klose ' 1 2 scored a
second goal off of an assist from
Natalie Fischer '14. After the loss,
St Joseph' s dropped to a record
of 9-4 overall.
The next match, which took
place in Williamstown , Mass.,
didn 't have the result the Mules
was hoping for. "It determined
whether or not we nude playsophomore
forward
offs,"
Charlotte Deavers said. "And
unfortunately since we lost , we
can 't go to NESCAC's. It was
disappointing because Williams
showed up to play that day and
we didn 't, so the loss has been
hard on all of us. "
The Mules held their opponents off for the first half of the
game; Burt made seven of her
ei ght total saves before halftime. At 41:14 , Williams * Meera
Sivalingam finall y got one past
Burt , and Emily Jablonski followed with two more goals.

Colby had nine shots; Williams
took 1°. The 3-0 loss moved
Colby to 4- ° overall and 1-8 in
the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC). The new standings officially eliminated the Mules
from making an appearance in
the league playoffs.
The Mules , however , are
not finished. The seasonending game w i l l take place
at home on Wednesday, Oct.
26 against Bates. According
to Deavers, the team is hoping
to end the season on a positive
note: "Everyone really wants
a w i n so I think we 'll come together and p lay a great game
of field hockey to finish off
the year. "
The field hockey team
looks forward to seeing the
Mule Mob ai 4 p.m. to cheer
the girls through the end of
their season.

CENTRAL

The women's soccer team
dropped a close match to the nationally-ranked Williams College
squad this past Saturday, Oct. 22,
in Williamstown, Mass. Although
the Mules led the match heading
into the second half of play, the
Ephs w ere able to rebound with
two goals to win the game by a tally of 2-1. This tough' loss brought
the Mules ' record to 6-6-1 overall
and 2-6-1 in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) with one game—
against Bates College—remaining

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Alex Yorke '14 makes a move past an Amherst opponent with support on the left from Kate Laxson '13.

Crew teams
MAINE earn 7th, 25th

Waterville, Maine
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www.central-maine-motors.com
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420 KMD , WATERVILLE
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CHRYSLER • DODGE • JEEP
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300 KMD , WATERVILLE
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The University of Virginia won
the race, followed by Fordham
STAFF WRITER
University, Trinity
College,
Bowdoin College, Wesleyan
The Head of the Charles University and University of
Regatta, a prestigious boat race in California at Davis before the
Massachusetts, took place this past Mules stormed in.
weekend. Colby entered two teams
The women 's eight boat took
in the race, a men 's team and a to the water on Sunday, and
they
finished
women's team.
in 25th place.
The men, who
The
women's
are focusing on
fours racing this
The men...man- final time was
19:06:82.
The
fall, raced in the
aged to place
boat consisted of
cpllegiate fours
coxswain Karen
on Saturday and
seventh out of
Clark '12, stroke
managed to place
40 boats in their Justine Seraganian
seventh out of
40 boats in their
race with a time ' 13 and rowers
race with a time
Becca
Herman
of
17:47.78 ,-less '14 , Anni Tester
of 17:47:78, less
than four seconds
than four sec- '14, Olivia Collins
'14 ,
out of third place.
co-captain
onds out of third Caroline Riina
The boat consisted
'
12,
co-captain
of stroke Peter
p lace.
' '12,
Elise DeSimone
Smithy
'12, Molly Clark
rowers
Noah
'13 and Kristin
Teachey '13, Jack
Marks '12.
Vihstadt '12 and
The Colby crew
David
Jensen
'12 as well as coxswain Jillian teams will wrap up their fall season
Howell '12. That same boat won of competition in their only home
the bronze medal at the Snake event of the fall. The Mules will play
Regatta in Worcester, Mass. host to Bales College and Bowdoin
earlier this season, while Nate College in the annual Colby/
Krump ' 13 subbed in for Jensen Bowdoin/Bates (CBB) race this
as the boat took third at the Textile coming Saturday on Messalonskee
Lake in Sidney, Maine.
Regatta in Lowell, Mass.
By HU BERT SCHENCK
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World Series of whatever
Whether you've
realized
it or not—and you probably
haven't—this World Series has
been (forgive the tired word)
epic. The Texas Rangers lead the
St. Louis Cardinals three games
to two in a race to four. Four of
the games have been decided by
fewer than four runs, and in the
one blowout (game three), Cardinals slugger (cringe) Albert
Pujols belted three home runs,
becoming just the second player
in MLB history to do so.
But as I said before, you haven't
noticed. You're too busy watching
mediocre football teams blast held
goals between two big yellow symbols of male overcompensation. It's
not your fault, dear average Colby
student, that you hail from the

Greater Boston area. I'm right there Series every year, you better believe
with you. I haven't seen an inning, ESPN would take the rights away
while I know that if the Red Sox from Fox in an instant But there is
were playing, my grades for the se- just too great a risk for boring basemester would drop even lower than ball (i.e. the perception of Texas vs.
they already are (not an easy task).
St Louis) for ESPN to lake that risk.
Why is this? I know that I'll Sunday Night Football on ESPN,
watch the Super Bowl no mat- however, is fun to watch no matter
ter who's playing. Same goes for who's playing. This week's game
basketball (if we ever have bas- was spectacularly one-sided, but the
ketball). I watch the World Cup New England Patriots, New York
even after the Yanks are (unjustly) Jets or a Peyton Manning-led Ineliminated. Curling. 1 live for curl- dianapolis Colts would have drawn
ing the lone week every four years higher ratingsthan a matchup of two
I get to watch it (London 2012, Midwestern baseball teams.
I think, however, the heart of
where you at?). Why, then, can't I
be bothered to watch the second- baseball's problem in this scebiggest sporting event in America? nario is its lack of physicality
Pan of the blame falls on the ex- and personality. People love seeecutives at ESPN—the Worldwide ing other people get hurt, so they
Leader in Sports. That title alone is flock to football and hockey. I
misleading, given the company's enjoy watching transcendent
unethical yet totally awesome East talents—a real alpha-dog on a
Coast bias. This bias isn't unwar- field—so I'll watch a basketball
ranted as ESPN—and winning— and (weirdly) soccer as long as
generally reside in New England and there is one world-class talent.
New York. If Boston or New York You just never know when Dwywere guaranteed to make the World ane Wade will throw a full-court

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

alley-oop to LeBron James, or
when Lionel Messi will do that
Messi thing despite being a head
shorter than everybody else.
The only situation in which
baseball gets that personality is
when two great pitchers go at it I'd
watch Roy 1 lalladay hurl against
Justin Verlander any day of the
week. The contrasting yet equally
unstoppable styles would make
for great, dramatic television. Unfortunately, CJ. Wilson vs. Chris
Carpenter doesn't fulfill that need
for a present personality. Sure, Josh
Hamilton and Pujols are all-time
hitters , but their at-bats might total
10 minutes of a four-hour game.
Game six, a game in which the
Rangers can clinch the title, airs
Wednesday night, and, if necessary, game seven will air Thursday. I think I'll watch because in
baseball, like all sports, you never
know when something absolutely
freaking impossible is going to
happen. And as Red Sox fans, we
don 't need to be reminded of this.

MEN'S RUGBY TEAM LOSES CLOSE CONTEST TO BOWDOIN COLLEGE, 3-0

Maggie Taylor '13
SPORT:

Volleyball

OO

HOMETOWN:
Cabin John, Md.
WHY:

„.„
^".~: ,
Kills in the Hall„ of
Fame invitational

Taylor was named to the all-tournament team
at the Hall of Fame Invitational hosted by
Mount Holyoke College this past weekend in
Western Massachusetts. In Colby 's opener
versus Bridgewater State University, Taylor
racked up nine kills and five of Colby's 16 service aces. Taylor posted eight kills to go along
with 1
1 digs in Colby's win over Wheaton College. She added five kills and twelve digs in a
victory over Mount Holyoke.
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NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Ben Browne '13 makes a pass to Tim Badmington '14 before getting tackled by a Bowdoin College opponent in a heartbreaking loss at home
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BY THE NUMBERS
1000: Career digs recorded by volleyball co-captain Caitlin Burchill '12, a milestone achieved in
the women's match against the University of New
England.
0.5: Sacks per game for junior defensive end
Ryan Veillette, tying him for ninth place in the
New England Small College Athletic Conference.
7: Place earned by the men's crew team at the
prestigious Head of the Charles Regatta, a strong
finish in a field of 40 boats.
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TAKE Y OUR N EXT
B IG STEP TO
L ONG T ERM SUCCESS
December Graduates — A pp ly
Now for Spring 20x2 Start

The Bryant MBA One-Yea r program is
specificall y designed for those with little
or no professional experience. Graduates
.
, .
in all1, a reas - arts, sciences, business,
,, , ,
.„ ,
-.
engineering and healthca re - will beneht
from earning a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) early on.
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www.bryant.edu/MBAone

By enrolling in the Bryant One-Year
.,,
.,„ .
MBA program you will:

. * _,
grad rprog@bryant.edu
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• Cain valuable professional experience
through t h e Business Practicum
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job market.
• Build the strategic business and
practical know-how necessary for
success in any field
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STATISTICS

Field hockey, falls
to Williams, wins
its. St. Joseph's
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Soccer star Seiberling returnsto coach I Big football win
By ZACH HARTNETT
STAFF WRITER

After giving up 28 points or
morein each of its first four games,
the Colby football defense knew it
had to step up when it squared off
against Hamilton College on Saturday. The team succeeded in a big
way as Colby snapped its fourgame skid to pick up its first win
of the season, 13-7.
An inspired defensive effort resulted in seven sacks, three fumble
recoveries and three interceptions.
Ryan Veilletie * 13, who earned New
England Small ConferenceAthletic
Conference Defensive Player of the
Week honors, came up big for the
Mules, racking up 10 tackles, 2.5
sacks and a fumble recovery.
Senior tri-captain Nick Kmetz
NICK lOWCE/THE COLBY ECHO
said, "Every time we needed a
The men s soccer team has benefited this seasonfrom the help of alumnus Nate Seiberling '11 as he tests his skills as an assistant under coach Serdjenian.
big play, someone on the defense
personnel and how to problem- ers who did play with Nate during keeper in his playing days at Colby, steppedup."
By TIM BADMINGTON
solve collectively."
his Colby career all have a tremen- Seiberling trained as a goalie coach
Nobody came up bigger than
STAFF WRITER
Serdjenian said that beyond dous amount of respect for him as this summer. In the words of Hen- I Shayne Begin '12. With the score
mere enthusiasm, Seiberling has both a player, a leader, a coach and drickson, he trained "for the heck of tied 7-7, a botched snap by Colby
"I'm cautious personally, and been a valuable asset to the team: as an individual ," and Seiberling it" The results have been impres- resulted in Hamilton gaining pos[I] look for the right individual "He's part of the coaching staff agreed that he generally receives sive. Colby has four goalkeepers session at the Colby two-yard
who can take that step. Nate 's and a positive addition in all re- respect from the players. While who Hendrickson says "we are line, looking to take over the lead
been that individual." Mark Serd- spects." Seiberling has been a big Seiberling is afforded the utmost comfortable with... in the net for us and momentum. They never got
jenian, the 36-year veteran coach hit not only amongst the coaching respect among opposing coaches in any New England Small College that chance, as Begin picked off
of the men 's soccer team, has staff , but also with the players. and players, he occasionally finds Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Jordan Eck's pass in the endzone,
extremely positive things to say Co-captain Cory Hendrickson '12 it difficult to approach players who game. This is quite rare at the col- ending the threat.
about Nate Seiberling.
said, "He has allowed us [Hen- used to be his peers.
lege level, and I believe it to be
Kmetz played a solid game of
The biggest challenge the for- mostly as a result of his individual his own, completing 11 passes for
Seiberling is a 2011 graduate drickson and co-captain Matthew
and former Colby soccer player Boyes-Watson *12] to lead the mer player faces is providing training with them." Ben Joslin '12, 165 yards and two touchdowns,
who is participating in the nine- team in our own style while pro- criticism and confronting players Josh Richards '14, Peter Quayle the first of which came on just
semester education program at viding constant support whenever whose attitudes or work outputs *15, and Cody Funkhouser *15 the second play of Colby's openColby. Last year, knowing he we need him. In fact he has been aren't where they need to be. De- have shown tremendous improve- ing drive. Kmetz found receiver
would be on campus for this se- an invaluable resource this year for spite these circumstances, howev- ment this season.
mester, Seiberling approached the two of us to draw on tradition er, all involved are happy with the
While Seiberling doesn't exSerdjenian with the idea of stay- and better understand our roles as transition and Seiberling's pres- pect to be back volunteering
ing around the soccer team and both leaders and players." Seiber- ence on the team; Hendrickson next season, he says that coachserving as a volunteer assistant ling's been thrilled to be back on said, "We could not have picked a ing this year has helped ease his
coach. Serdjenian saw a natural board with the team, claiming that person more suited for the job and transition away from Colby. The
fit: **Nate's been a student of the coaching is "the best part of being we are all extremely grateful to Mules are grateful for his presgame since the day he arrived back,here for this semester."
have had him as a coach this year." ence as they take the field against
at Colby... .He loves the times
However, the transition hasn't
One beneficiary of Seiberling's Bates College on Wednesday at
when, as a coaching staff, we exactly been easy. Hendrickson presence is Colby's goalkeeping 3 p.m. in a game with huge postjust sit and talk soccer tactics, said that "the upperclassmen play- corps. Although he was not a goal- season implications.

Nick Joseph ' 14 in the center of
the field, connecting for a 52-yard
strike that put the Mules up just
minutes into the game.
The only other first-half points
came when Hamilton running
back James Standi punched it
in from*two yards out to tie the
game at seven with just over five
minutes to play in the half. The
score capped off a 61 -yard drive.
The Mules' defense set up what
provedto bethegame-winningscore
midway through the third quarter,
when first-year Henry Nelson's sack
on Eck forced him to cough up the
ball. LesterBatiste ' 13 recoveredthe
fumble at the Hamilton seven-yard
line. A penalty pushed Colby back
to the 12, but Kmetz completed his
second touchdown to Michael Lahiff '13 to put Colby up 13-7.
Both defenses held strong for
the remainder of the game. Nelson finished with ten tackles, a
forced fumble and a sack. To go
along with his fumble recovery,
Batiste made seven tackles and a
forced fumble. Offensively, Connor Walsh * 12 picked up 64 yards
on five receptions, while Joseph
had 56 on three catches.
The Mules hope to carry their
momentum into a huge rivalry
game with Bates College next
Saturday here at Colby, "Our
team is really excited about
the opportunity to play Bates,"
Kmetz said. "The CBB Championship is an important part of
Colby tradition and it is a goal
our team has every year.

Volleyball 3-0 at Hall of Fame Invitational
h o s t e d by M o u n t Hol yoke College

CHRIS HODEfi/THE COLBY ECHO

Kate Pleasants '14 focuses hard on bumping the ball to teammate Lily Kramlich-Taylor '14 in a match at home.
By CHLOE MARMET
STAFFWRITER

Women's volleyball got back
on track this past weekend, going 3-0 in an away tournament
The Mules suffered a tough loss
to the University of New England
(UNE) Tuesday, Oct 19, but went
on to win three separate matches
against non-league opponents
Bridgewater State, Wheaton College and Mount Holyoke inter in
the week.
*
Despite their 2-3 loss to UN£
on Tuesday night, the Mules

played exceptionally well in the
match. Senior co-captain Mackie
Sewall and junior Maggie Taylor
had 11 kills against UNE. Junior
Emily Varni served three aces,
and sophomore Lily KramlichTaylor had nine kills to help the
Mules make it a five-set match.
Unfortunately, the Mules * excellent playing was not enough to
earn them the win, but there was
still cause for celebration. Senior
co-captain Caitlin Burchill had 10
digs in the match, which helped
her reach the truly remarkable
milestone of 1,000 career digs
Tuesday night.

On Oct. 21, the Mules headed
to Western Mass. to compete in
the Hall of Fame Women's Invitational. The team beat Bridgewater State 3-0, with set scores
of 25-14, 25-7, 25-21. The
Colby offense was seemingly
unstoppable: Taylor served five
aces in the match, sophomore
Kate Pleasants served three
and sophomore Ellie Linden
finished the game with a solid
two aces. Collectively, the team
served 16 aces over the course
of three sets.
The Mules continued their
winning streak, beating Wheaton

3-1, with set scores of 25-10, 1725, 25-9, 25-23. Kramlich-Taylor
played a great game, ending the
match with nine kills and Sewall
and Kate Bellerose '14 had seven
kills apiece. Burchill and Varni
were stellar on defense, finishing the game with 18 and 13 digs,
respectively. Taylor was an allaround asset to the team Saturday
with eight kills and 11 defensive
digs in the win over Wheaton.
The Mules finished off a solid
weekend with a big 3-0 win over
Mount Holyoke on Oct 22. Burchill played well on both offense
and defense, finishing the match
with nine kills and 17 digs. Bellerose also had nine kills in the win.
Taylor's skill was once again apparent in the afternoon match as
she nailed five kills and contributed heavily to the defense with
12 digs. The Mules finished with
set scores of 25-17, 25-16, 25-16,
allowing them to go undefeated
on the weekend.
The Mules were not the only
ones who recognized Taylor's
outstanding work last weekend:
at the end of the weekend, she
was selected to the all-tournament team.
Overall , the Mules had a productive week. After losing the
close match against UNE, the
Mules headed into last weekend's tournament with the confidence, energy and skill that
helped them leave Western
Mass. 3-0. The Mules are now
10-12 and will wrap up their
regular season matches in three
away games next week against
Maine Maritime Academy,
Wesleyan University and Trinity College.

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby wide receiver Michael Lahiff '13 caught a touchdown from Nick
Kmetz '12 this past weekend in a win against Hamilton College.

Colby
On Peek
THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES
MEN'S SOCCER VS. BATES
WEDNESDAY AT 3 P.M.

FIELD HOCKEY VS. BATES
WEDNESDAY AT 4 P.M.

FOOTBALL VS. BATES
SATURDAY AT 1P.M.
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